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Comparative Managerial Problems in Early Versus Later 
Adoption Of  InnovaUVe Manufacturing Technologies  

by 

Prof. A. R. Wood 

University of Western Ontario. 

Executive Summary 

The research involved a comparative examination of six 
companies in three industry sectors. In each sector one company 
was an early adopter of new processing machinery, while the other 
only purchased processing machinery which was well established on 

the market. The three pieces of machinery involved were an 

electronically controlled rip-saw, a continuous liquid packaging 
machine, and a mechanical grape harvester. The companies involved 
were located in Ontario or Quebec with sales ranging from less 
than $1 million up to $15 million, and from less than 50 and up 
to 200 employees. 

With respect to the purchase.decision, the research 

showed that: 

the early users tended not to have formai acquisition 

plans while...the late users had Such plans; 

the•late users had a wider choice of alternative 
machinery; 

all users had active upper management participation 

in the evaluation, choice and implementation of new 
machine acquisition; 

prOvide - all users assumed that the supplier would 
training, documents and instruction; and, 

- with early users very little active preparation for 
installation of the equipment was carried out. 

With respect to start-up problems it was found that: 

- early adopters experienced a greater frequency and 

severity of start-up problems than did later adopters; 
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- the start-up period was longer for earlier adopters 

than for rater adopters; 

- the earlier adopters had less documentation (operating 

and•maintenance manuals, circuit diagrams) from their 

suppliers than later adopters; 

- earlier adopters had to ,develop more operating and 

maintenance techniques on the job than did later 

adopters; and, 

the start-up procedure was less structured for earlier 

adopters than for late adopters. 

In all six cases the equipment was purchased from a 

manufacturer in the United States, usually through a Canadian supplier. 
All too often, the Canadian supplier did not know the equipment he 

was supplying, and was unable to provide the services the user'expected. 

A. Vanterpool 

Office of Science and Technology , 

• .March 9, 1973. 
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CHAPTER I. 

MANAGEMENT  PROBLEMS IN EARLY ADOPTION  OF  

MANUFACTURING  INNOVATIONS 

In the past productivity improvement in Canadian secondary manufactur- • • 

ing has been compared unfavourably to that of the United States. While . 

the ways in whith a firm.may effectiVely compete extend beyond productivity 

Amprovement, eventually poor performance of this responsibility returns . 

to haunt the executive. 

Canadian' manufacturers have several handicaps.in  improving produetiv- 

-ity. Small markets,..consnmer demand for product variety and high ,trans-

portation costs combine to seriously inhibit use of the  two major approaches 

to productivity improvement - economies of scale and specialization. The 

small Canadian market and the deMand for variety combine-to reduce .oppor-

tunnies for specialization. Without Specialization individual,product. - 

 volumes are kept low while the opportunity to achieve economies of scale 

'is reduced. 

One strategy that has been suggested for produCtivity and competitive 

improvement is that of rapidly •adopting manufacturing innovations. Such 

a strategy wou'id aim to achieve cost,evelume or product performance advantages 

through quick utilization of new or improved manufacturing equipment.' A 

new product mats.; or may not be involved. Occasionally a company might choose 

to undertake process research and development as part of  their •strategy. 

The above actions are different from•the more conventional decision approaches 

in wl:ich managers insist that operating installation of a new machine 
› 

exist successfully before they will seriously consider an installation in 

their own plant. • 

For an individual manager the choice of strategy would not usually. 

 be•easy. Predicting the performance of an untried technology is difficult. 

The risks inherent in early adoption May be considerable and could have 

adverse effects on costs, capacity and Product quality. Early adopters'. 

mny not obtain promised performances from new equipment. Changing organ-

ization, procedures and practices to capitalize on the new equipment may - 

.a]so . he difficult. In the extreme case failure could result with the . 

attendant costs of removing equipment and acquiring cenventonal replace-

ments. On the other hand a successful installation could provjde years of 

competitive advantage high productivity, rednced costs and higher profits. 
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Research into the consequences of early - adoption of manufacturing 

innoVation has not been extensive. The question of whether to be .a 

"pioneering first or jack rabbit second"
1 
has been raised but little more. 

More attention has been paid to this question in preduct innovation than in 

processinnovatien. 

'Our  research addreàses in part this •strategy  question.  What are the 

managerial consequences of early. versus  later adoption of manufacturing . 

innovation? Our hope is to shed some light on the problems and payoffs 

of early adoption so that individual managers will have a  basis for assess-

ing their strategy and for specific installations to ' bette  r pIan install 

and operate new equipment. 

In Canada adoption of manufacturing innovations has been generally 

slower than in the United . States. There  are, of  course, some exceptions 

to this statement but in general it seems to hold. Adoption of nuMerically 

controlled machining, for example w as  Slower in Canada,- There are some 

apparent explanations for this phenemenen. Since most machine tools are. 

imported, information on innovations may be more difficult to obtain. 

Distribution is through manufacturer's representatives whose access to info/— 

'melon ai  KJ -Low:Ledge of LIeI1. produeLs'y 	f;2o.e 	1 1!: 	. 

of opportuaity. The smaller size of many 'manufacturing firms will 'inhibit 

their ability to finance such capital acquisitions. 

BY examining the consequences of early adoption of manufacturing . 

 innovation'somé speed-up may be:possiblè. Our research respresents an 

initial attempt to obtain knowledge of the structure and characteristics 

of the problem. We will 'describe what happened in 6 selected adoption 

situations, 3 are early installations while 3 aré later. 

Criteria  For User  Selection 

To accomplish this goal we sought throe pairs of Canadian companies. 

One of each pair would be an "early adopter". Since we were looking at 

Canadian Companies we searched for the first (or nearly first) Canadian 
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firm to adopt a  particular manufacturing innovation. The second- adopter 

chesen would have installed his - machine a sufficient time later that sev- . 

eral other intervening installation existed.' 

The innovation chosen for study had. to meet several .  criteria: 

1. The innovation should representa significant change in the process 

either in its function Or in its control'or Materials handling. 

2 

	

	The equipment should be an important . part•of the production proceSS 

In other words failure of the machine would have significant effects 

on output. A peripheral device whose malfunction would be not affect- 
. 
Ing operations significantly would not be éligible. ' 

3. The first installation should be reasonably recent. Preferably within 

the past 5 years. 

4. .The acquiring companies .should be medium to small Canadian  manufactur-

ers or processors. It was felt that foreign owned subsidiaries or 

branches would'contain. a lack  of  autonomy sufficient to'bias the 

sample. ConsequentlY, such,companies were not examinecU • 4edium tà 

small . manufacturers Were defined as having per annum revenues less than 

$15,000,000. 

.5. 	The innovation must be 'adopted rather than self developed by the user. 

6. Where possible the equipment of early and later users would be.obtain- 

. ed frem the same supplier. 

These criteria were selected to reduce the number of distorting 

variables in the sample. Our purpose was to examine the consequence of 

adopting early and the more similar our pairs of users, the more clearly 

significant comparisons could be made. 	 • 

Arroach 

Each of the two adopters of each innovation-was visited and.inter-

viewed. Their experiences with the machines, starting with the specific-

ations of'needs through choice of suPplier, acquisition installation and 

start-up • ere studied. Information was collected through personal inter- 
. 

views with the involved management and summarized in•case'studies. :  These 

•studies were later sent to the companies so they could be checked for 
. 	-.,1 
( 	accuracy. In eaéh case the interviewers made everY effort .to cros-chek 

-/ '.--- 	- 	information and to obtain the desired level of detail- .This goal usually 

erV> 
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resulted in multiple interviews, telephone conversations and correspondence 

until all parties were satisfied. Great care was taken to maintain the 

confidentiality of information received and any data were published only 

after receiving permission to do so. At the same time the supplier of the 

equipment was also visited and interviewed. The development of the machine 

and subsequent modifications were traced through from the beginning to 

the summer of 1972. •  This information was eollected to determine for - each 

user the "state of the art" at the time of machine acquisition and to check 

on the user's perception of the supplier (and vice versa). 

Case studies were chosen as the vehicle most appropriate for our 

research. Since we expected each situation studied to have some unique 

characteristics a flexible approach was needed. As exploratory research 

our ability to predict all the important variables involved was limited.. 

Finally, the time sequence characteristic of the situations examined made 

case studies appropriate for collecting and describing each firm's exper-

iences. 

After their collection the case studies were analyzed to determine: 

1) whether any consistent differences in the experiences of late and 

• early  adopter  s: appeared, 

2) what factors affected those differences 

3) whether any similarities existed and what factors appeared to affect 

them. 

Select:Inc  the'Comlianies 

ln order to arrive at three innovations and nine case studies many 

more situations were reviewed. Our criteria of "significant innovation" 

and "an important part of the manufacturing process"'eliminated several 

promising leads. Eventually, after studying Varions trade journalS and - 

periodicals, three acceptable innovations were found and .the Study started. 

The ones chosen' were relatively small having, with one exception, annual 

sales of.less than $15 million. Smaller firms were chosen for several 	. 

reasons: . 	. 	. 

1. 	Smaller firm s . acceunt for 60% of the employment in Canada. 
2' 
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2. Because of relative lack of resources, problems tend to be highlighted 

and more easily identified. 

3. Interviewing would be more effective since managerial decision and 

responsibility would be centred on a relatively small group of execu-

tives. 

The situations we eventually found were in three distinct industries, 

namely woodworking, milk processing and agriculture. Most of our basic 

criteria were met. All companies were wholly Canadian owned, each innovation 

represented a technological advance in the industry, the installation was 

a significant change in each manufacturing facility, all adoptions took 

place after . 1968, each  innovation  was adopted and not developed by the 

users and each pair of machines was supplied by the same company. The 

innovations chosen were: 

1. An electronically controlled rip-saw. This machine was designed to 

cut stock lumber into prescribed widths automatically. The controls, 

operating features, and construction of this rip-saw were a major advance 

over conventional ripping systems. The supplier was Texas Woodworking 

Machine Co. Inc. the first user was Woodbine Industries Ltd. and the later 

user was J- .T.  Meunier  in-, 

2. A continuous liquid packaging machine. This machine originated in 

Eurwe but was sold exclusively inCanada•by.ChemCorp of Canada Ltd. The . 

machine represented both a new product and a totally neW.process in the 

dairy inchistry. The first user in North.America was Laiterie•Quebec Ltee. 

The Inter user we,chose was Northern Dairies Ltd. who adopted the process 

in 1971— 

3. A Mechanical Grape Harvester. This self propelled unit .represented 

a major shift from  labour  Intensive hand picking method of grape harvest- • 

ing to almost full automation. The supplier was Cedar Machinery Co. Inc. 

The firSt Canadian user of the machine was H.A.Simcoe - Ltd. but was the 

seventieth•machine sold. The late user we chose was Provincial Wines,• a• • 

fully integrated wine producer. 

Although most criteria were adequately met:there were.some exceptions. 

.The Canadian supplier of themilk pouch machine had not historically been 

Ail  company -names have been . disguised. 
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a dairy industry machine stipPlier. 	- 	. 	. . . . . 

The timing of adoption of  each'of our users alào is summarized in . 

the following'table: 	
.... • . - 

Timing_ 	Woodbine  • Meunier Simcoe Provincial 	Pierre Northern  

First User 	X 	 X ' 

Early User 	X 	X 

Late User 	 ' 

Our record of the machine and supplier history was •intended • to mitigate  •  

the eff 	 e ects of variations in th timing of adoption. 	• 

Our sample contains companies of various sizes but all have revenues 

less then $15,000,000 p.a. The distribution is as follows: 

Sales • Woodbine Meunier Simcoe Provincial 	lierre Northern  

Less than 
$1,000,000 	 X 	• 	• • 

$1,000,000 • 
$5,000,000 	X 	" 	• 	 X 

$5;000,030 - 
$15,000,000 	X 	 X 	X 

»meovees 	
• 	. 

. 

Less than 50 	 X * 	• 
, 

50 ..7100 	. 	X . 	X ' X 	- 

100-200 	 • 	X 	X 

The various sizes of the companies in our sample suggests differences in 

management depth and division of responsibility. Such characteristics 

are addressed later in this study. 

ELECTRÔNICALLY CONTPOLLED RIP- SAN  

.Texas Woodworkinc Machine Co. Inc. 

The Texas Wobdworking Machine Co. has a long hiStory in the Woodwork-

ing busines. They manufacture several kinds of saws, jointing machines 

and Materials handling equipment. 
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The preselect Memory rip-saw had been.under development for some time 

before 1969 and was a significant departure from.conventional saws. The 

arbor configuration and-the memory device were considered major innovations 

in rip-saw technology. Six concentric telescopic arbors positioned the six 

sawblades according to the instructions of anelectrônic control unit. 

Pre select saW.S, whiCh involved the experimentation with-various eut 

widths before sawing, had_existed for several years. The Texas Woodwork-

ing Machine Co. saw contained a-paper tape memory unit which stered both 

the board number and its.corresponding'cut selections ,for sawing. This 

configuration allowed the Operator to create a buffer inventory of boards 

between the width selection station - than the saw blades. The Operational 

-constraint before this developre 	the speed of the operator. With 

the memory devicà the opérating ,:- 	became the machine's blade 

setting time. 

The'company development policy was to carry out machine debugging at 

a production installation. Further the management felt it was.their - 

obligation to spend as much time at each installation as was_necessary. to , 

achieve reliable  production.  Woodbine Industries was such an installation. 

. S.T. Meunier was the second installation of the pre-salect memory , 

saw. .One other, machine of that particular design . was installed at a wood-

working plant in the  U.S . A. By early 1971 the second generation saw had 

emerged and contained several improved features. The most notable among 

them were the arbor mounted edger blades. On the Woodbine machine the 

edger blades were.mounted and driven independently from the saw blades:. 

Three second generation machine,; were sold (all  of  them in the U.S.A.). 

In 1972 third generation machil 	available and were even more sig- 

nificantly improved. LubricaU.: . ,.-qste removal and the electronic 

controls were improved. These new saws he chnin feed'(vs. toll , feed at 

Woodbine) and provided improved lateral stability during cutting. This 

feature  ,as  expected to appea:', Lo the furniture industry. 

• 	Woodbilie Industries Limited 

Woodbine Industries Ltd: i.s'a mayinfactiirdr - df- Wbod' windows and .  Window 

frame products located near a medium sized western Ontario city. 
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The company had experienced ratherdramatic growth  in recent years. _ 

with total sales increasing from approximately $5 -,000,000 in-1969 - to an 

expected $10,000,000 in 1972. During this time the Company had moved into 

a new and much larger plant and in the-process acquired. a new electron- .  - 

ically controlled rip:saw. • • 

The ripsaw station was the first department In the window making .- 

process and was followed by the cut-off station;  for  cutting prescribed • 

lengths . , the milling department for molding  the  wood into coMponents and 

. the final assembly department. The old plant - contained an'old company-

'designed manually adjustable rip-saW whiçh became.a very-serious - bottle-

neék as the company's sales increased.• 

The President, aided by the general manager, surveyed:the field of 

possible new saws and decided on a Texas. Woodworking Machine Inc. pre- , 

select memory rip-saw. It represented the newest• innovation  in  woodwork- 

• ing machinery largely because of its telescopic arbor configuration for 

 blade settings and its string-shadow width selection device. Other less 

sophisticated machines were also available. 

In November 1969 the-machine arrived but was not fully debugged .  until 

IC:months later. The new rip-saw met production-demands after . the firsc . 

 three weeks but encountered bearing- vibration, arbor alignment.and control 

problems thereafter. The manufacturer- worked very clesely with WoOdbine 

Industries in solving these problems. 

Woodbine Industries was the first woodworking company to use the 

Texas Woodworking Machine  Company 's  rip-saw. 

J.T. .Meunier  Inc. 

J.T.,Mennier.Inc., is a small window making and wood moulding'côn-

cern in the Province of Quebec. 

The company's sales increased from $2,000,000 in 1970 to $3,000 ;000 

in 1971. 	anticipation of this increase in demand .the  Pr'.  sident and. . 

General Manager physically re-organized the manufacturing facility 

in early 1970. This :e.-organization included the açquisition of a .Texas 

Woodworking Machine Co. Inc. preselect memory rip-saw.. j.T. Meunier Inc. 

purchased the second preselect memory rip-saw manufactured. 
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The saw arrived in the spring of 1970 and although was operating 

within two weeks was  nt  without its problems. As with the Woodbine saw 

the saw at the Meunier facility encountered persistent vibration. This 

condition led to several wiring breakdowns when the circuitry shook loose. 

Eventually by mid 1971 the saw was dismantled and examined. Two of the 

six arbors, it .as  discovered, had been machined in two pieces. This 

construction had caused them to vibrate. Only one was replaced because of 

the lead time needed to manufacture a replacement. The vibration diminished 

noticeably but was still present. During the summer of 1972 the other . 	. 

faulty arbor was replaced. 

The manufacturer of the rip-saw worked closely with the J.T. Meunier 

personnel in the troubleshooting and problem solving. 

THE CEDAR  MACHINE CO. MECHANICAL GRAPE HARVESTER 

. 	Cedar Machinery Co. Inc.' 

Cedar Machinery Co. Inc.,.is'a large supplier of harvesting and 

food processing equipment. The'company's most notable farm Machinery-

successes were a mechanical grape harvester and a bean harvester. The 

plant •as :located in a city  in Western  New York 'state but the Company had 

representatives across the U.S.A. as well as in Canada.; Ell -C(113 >e and Anstralia. 

• Early development of the grape harVester occurred at Cornell University 

and was financed by the New York State Grape Production Research 'Fund Inc. 

The work was directly toward development of a vine variety which would be 

easier to harvest mechanically. In the early 1960's, Cedar Machinery was . 

invited to participate. After a research expenditure of $1,000,000 and 5 

years a prototype harvester was built. 

The first mechanical harvester was sold in New York State in 1968. 

By 1970 when M.A. Simcoe purchased the machine . seVenty)iad been sold. 

The harvester had been modified for Canadian' conditions (the bottom conveyor 

configuration was lowered). In 1969 however, the Canadian wineries wanted 

more time to study the effects of mechaniCal harvesting  on  grapes. This 

delayed-adoption by the growers. 

Since it  • as introduced in 1968, Cedar Machinery Co. Inc. has simpli-

fied-and improved the basic harvester. Fundamentally the machine received 

at Provincial .  Wines was the  ame- as the one H.A, Sincoe purehased. 
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The company provided start-up support and documentation to all users. 

In practice very little service support was needed. 

Cedar Machinery Co. is the leader in the manufacture of grape har-

vesters. Only recently has any significant competition emerged. 	• 

B.A. SIMCOE  LTD. 

H.A Simcoe Ltd. is one of the ,largest independent grape grewers in • 

the Niagara peninsula. In 1972 the company worked 500 acres for total 

revenues of $250,000. In 1970 - the company acquired a mechanical grape 

harvester from Cedar Machine Co. and thereby beeame the first Canadian 

user of the unit. 

During the late sixties there was a significant decline in the avail-

ability and quality of grape picking- labour. Hand picking personnel were 

usually.transients whO arrived for the harvest season in•late September, . 

Because of these labour problems H.A. Simcoe Ltd. purchased a- mechanical . 

harvester in 1970. 

In September 1970 the machine was driven into the vineyard.for the 

first time. Initially, minor problems arose with speed settings and support 

equipment co-ordination buL on the whole the harvester functioned very 

well. Later a problem with excessive conveyor belt shrinkage became 

apparent but was never severe enough to interfere with production. -  

The harvester was more reliable and less weather senSitive than hand . 

picking so the 1970 harvest was very successful. Mechanical harvesting• 

necessitated several changes in the Operation of both the grower and 

winery. H.A. Simeoe had to be more careful of cleaning techniques with 

the harvester than with his other machinery. The winery insisted  on  much 

. faster vine to vat times because mechanical harvesting yielded individual 

grapes rather than the whole grape bunches receiVed from hand picking. 

The harvester separated the individual grapes from thé stems and a great 

deal more juice flowed into the container.  • Consequently fermentation began• 

much earlier and required that the winery 'start processing sooner. 



• 	PROVINCIAL WINEÈ; LTD.. 
• 

 Provincial Wines is à large fully integrated -  wine .  prodncer With 

1000 acres of vineyards located in the Niagara Peninsula. Total revenues 

in 1971 iere $14,850,000. The : companY owned and harvested vineyards, 

produced à variety •of Wines and sold their products both threugh Provin-

cial Liquor marketing boards and their own stores. In 1971-because of the 

declining availability and quality of transient help and an increase in 

the labour cost, the'company purchased three .mechanical grape harvesters -

froM Cedar Machinery Co. Inc. 

Much time and effort was devoted to planning and'designing a bulk 

handling system which would accomodate both the growers and.the vinery and 

achieve reduced vine to vat time. Eventually the winery and vineyard 

managers developed a system of "tote-lift" bins for the field - 4 ton bins 

. for the trucks. These bins were designed to feed into a new 120 ton/hr. - 

continuous unloader at the winery. There were 200 independent growers , 

.which supplied the Provincial winery, They had to be'educated.in the new 

way their grapes were to be delivered.- Thirteen.independent growers also 

bought mechanical harvesters in the area in 1971. 

Provincial's start-up experience was very smooth and only minor 

problems such as conveyor belt shrinkage occurred. Provincial followed , 

the recommanded cleaning procedures very closely, but some indepandent 

growers experienced severe breakdowns because they did not clean their 

machines properly. 

The .use of the mechanical harvesters and improved material. handling 

at Provincial was à gteat success. Fully 60% of the original capital cost 

of •$110,000 was repaid in tbe first year's savings. 	• 

THE PREPAC MILK POUCH MAKING MACHINE  

ChemCmp of Canada Ltd. 

ChemCorp of Canada is a large, international chemical company. During 

the early sixties the marketing department was looking for new polyeth>lene 

film markets. A machine known as Prepac was being developed in France to 

continuously package liquids. ChemCorp became the lisencec for Canada. 
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Early development of its machine took place at the Chemeorp Montreal 

office in 1964. In 1965 an experimental  installation  was set up at Can- 

. adairies Ltd. Significant machine modifications were made during and after 

this time and in 1967 a limited seals production installation was set-up 

at Laiterie Bon Chance Ltee. This experience offered its ChemCorp per-

sonnel the opportunity to develop their skills with the Prepac unit. There 

were only 4 ChemCorp technicians involved in the project at that time. 

In 1968 Laiterie Pierre realized the market potential of the pouch-

pack and became the first largescale user in North America. Further dev-

elopment took place at the installation and after particularly in the 

service area. The ChemCorp service department increased both in size and 

expertice. At Laiterie Pierre Ltee there were no major start-up problems 

except for sonie  familiarization and packaging operation development. 

By 1971 and the Northern Dairies Ltd. installations, 140 machines 

had been sold. The machine had been improved since 1968 particularly with 

improved maintenance features. The ChemCorp service department was well 

experienced and much larger than in 1968. 

A new double spout unit was introduced in 1972 and had an output 

rate tice that oi the Ère -vious moc;e1. 

Laiterie Pierre Ltee. 

Laiterie Pierre is a. large diary located in the Province: Of Quebec. 

The company deals in fluid milk, ige cream, various fruit juices. and other 

related products. Sales in 1972'were expected to exceed $13,0 00,000. 

In 1968,:w1ien the company acquired the Prepac pouch making machine sales 

amounted to $9,000,000. A significant proportion of this increase was 

due to the introduction of milk in pouch-packs. 

•Glass bottles, pure-pak cartons and plastic jugs existed'in different 

sizes in the Quebec market. Plastic jugs•were . the only 3 quart containers 

available in 1968. The jugs were of poor quality -nnd were subject to taste 

and volume variations.. In an effort to maintain. the 3 quart container 

market, Laiterie Pierre adopted, the Prepac machine which packaged milk in 

single plastic pouches. These single quarts, however,'were sOld.in pack-

ages of three. 
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The start-up was reasonabli smooth but some time was necessary to  • 

find an efficient and economical technique for packaging the pouches. 

New maintenance skills also had to be learned on the job. Sales increased 

quickly and tbe machine met the production demands. The pouch-pack was 

such a sales Stiocess that • the company ordered three additional machines 

within a month of the initial start-up. 

The largest measure of success was a 15% increase in domestic con-

sumption of fluid milk between 1968 and 1970. Currently pouch-packs supply 

almost 50% of the total milk market in the Province of Quebec. 

Northern Dairies Ltd. 

Northern Dairies is the only producing dairy in a medium sized Ontario 

city. Sales in 1970 were $3,663,000. Plastic milk jugs were prevelant 

but in 1970-71 were increasingly criticized for volume and taste variations. 

Since 3 quart plastic jugs were the only available container of that size 

Northern Dairies was compelled ta find an alternative. In 1971 the company 

purchased a Prepac milk pouch making machine from ChemCorp of Canada. 

After the installation, the company engineer spent three days in train-

ing at the CbemCorp Technical Services Office to learn the operating and 

maintenance characteristics of the maehine. A ChemCorp represeuLative was 

present at the time of installation to supervise start-up and debugging. 

Often one week of tests the machine was running at full pi.oduction. No 

significant problems arose until 1 year later when the Prepac unit was 

placed on two shifts. The difficulties at that time were not severe end were 

attributed:  to an absence of daily Maintenance. 

The management at Northern Dairies felt the Prepac machine was a 

success. By December . 1971, 11 months after start-up, pouch-packs represented 

40% of the company's total milk volume . . . 
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CHAPTER II . 	_ 	_ _ 

EQUIPMENT  ACQUISITION AND STARTUP, • 

.A Conceptual.  FramewOrk. 	. • 

Whether a cempany's Startup and operating experience with.new man-

ufacturing . eqUipment is successful often depends upon decisions made and 

action taken months prior to installation. The user'S specification of the 

equipment,performance he desires is an obvious example. Thàs in each - 

instance our  research  covered the. interval between the decision to adquire 

a machine to the - time that startup was complete. To facilitate our study-

and analysiS the activities involved were arbitrarily diVided into four 

stages: equipment selection, pre-installatien, insthllation and start-up. 

Exhibit I illustrates the four phases in the acquisition and startup - 

.of manufacturing equipment and the major elements constituting each phase. 

At the beginning the user  becomes aware of the need for new equipment. 

His motivation may arise from seVeral sources' -.new.products, need for 

. additional capacity, equipment replacement and so forth. At that point he 

specifies his needs. His minimum - specifications would define the desired 

functions and output rate. He might also specify other features such • as  

adherence to Nationai'Machine'Tool Builders Specifications, standardization 

electric drives, hydraulic fittings  or  • tolerances to be held under pro-

duction Conditions. He'may alse undertake an evaluation of the character- 

' istics necessary for the new equipment to integrate successfully into the 

rest of his manufacturing system. -  In other'circumstances the opposite may 

hold - the user has to evaluate the potential changes in the rest of the 

manufacturing system to accomodate the'new eqtipment, In any case 'there 

are opportunities at  the.  time of specifying equipment and evaluating alter-

natives to avoid problems through analyses such as the above,  • ften the 

involved manager will consult with operating and maintenance personnel to_. 

ensure that the new equipment's specifications reflects their needs and 

circumstances, 

In the Second phase . (after placing the-order  on the supplier) Manage-

ment ustially has time to anticlpate problems and prepare for installation, 

start-up and normal operations. During this tiMe the equipment is being 

manufactured. .111 cases of new innovations the same users monitor the 

progress of thceequipment and 'ensure that adequate testing of the machines 
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EXHIBIT 	• 	• 

A Conceptual Framework for the AcO:uisition and Start-up of  
Innovative Technologies . 
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takes place prior to delivery. Some compablesinsist on tests using 

-production materials, fixtures ancLtooling. -  Performance deficiencies . thus 

identified can usually be remedied faster in the Siipplierls plant.. • 

During this time also the user can organize preinstallation train-  • • 

ing of-operators and.maintenance'personnel and develop methods and pro-- • 

cedures for operating,. trouble-shooting and maintenance of the equipment. 

All of theselneasurea have been utilized at one tin  or another by manufactur-

ers acquiring special-equipment orintroducing manufacturing innovations 

As in Phase I management 'must evaluate in each case the potential usefulness 

of such Checking and preparation—An-alternative is to depend, on the • ' 

supplier to provide:Operational- equipment, training and back7up -  services. 

Phase • III, installation, is mostly a technical affair.  With  innovations, 

however, special care may be needed. Managerial effort may be needed to 

ensure that adequate information . is  available, special siting requirements 

are met, appropriate skilled - personnel are present and appropriate .manage-

ment controls are utilized. • 

In Phase IV, Start-Up, the equipment must be brought to acceptable 

. operating-performance. In large or complex installations a specific start- 

- 'up - procedure may be desirable.. Elements  of the  machine could be operated, 

and adiusted independently until.the whole is checked out. Then full 

operations could be tried. During this time operator and-maintenance • 

training is important. Specific - Organization to ensure that this training 

takes place may be desirable. In complex equipment an information system• 

to record system malfunctions for later diagnosis is sometimes uSed. 

Given that the new:machine is•an important part of the prodUction system 

downtime.for repairs could be costly in terms of lost output. In each of 

the installations  studied this condition was obtained. In such circum-

stances methods  and  procedures designed to quickly diagnose problems.and 

restàre operation can have high utility, In those situations where a new 

installation.requires significant debugging lack of the above organization, 

methods, and-procedures may, in the extreme case, result  in  failure to achieve. 

designed output levels. 

The supplier 's  involvement starts close to the beginning of the acqui- . 

(7) 	
Sition process•. His role vàrlea .. from à passive respense to requested 

tenders.through to active promotion of the idea of utilizing his equipment. 
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Similarly in installation mid start-up his participation depends on many 

factors. 

Smaller companies depend heavily on their suppliers for technical 

advice and assistance. They usually do not have the trained personnel to ' 

be self sufficient in assessing equipment alternatives or developing plans 

to install and operate manufacturing equipment innovations. 

In the study the actions taken by the user, his dependence on the 

supplier, and the help received from the supplier in each of the four 

phases were examined. In the following chapters wer describe first 'what 

the users did  •and second what their subsequent experiences were., Throughout, 

the interaction with the supplier is documented. 
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CHAPTER.  III 

ACQUISITIONS OF MANUFACIURING INNOVATIONS • 

' Summary of Findins 

This chapter outlines some general observations about how the com.- 

panies studied, aquired and started-up their new machinery acquisitions. 

We first compare all early adopters for common and differentiating features. 

Secondly we Jook at the later adopters within the same framework. Fin-

ally, ve examine the siMilarities and differences of early adopters 

versus later adopters. • 

The Nature  of Each Industry.  • 

It is worthwhile in order to gain an insight into the context of each 

company to examine the nature of each industry. None of the  three wood- , 

 working, dairy products or agriculture is based on advanced technology. 

This characteristic has interesting attitudinal consequences . which will 

become apparent in looking,at their appreaches to  adoption. 

Mechanical grape harvesting -had very profound consequences on one 

fundamental characteristic of the industry. It shifted the user from what 

WaS fornerly a high variable cost labour intensive operation.to a high 

fixed cost and capital intensive operation. The nature of the end product 

changed with mechanical harvesting as well. Hand picked grapes were delivered 

in bunches while mechanically harvested grapes wece delivered singlely. 

While evaluating the mechanical harvester the user then must take into 

account the change in the grapes as delivered. This characteristic delayed 

aloption of the harvester by one year and suggested the development of a 

new handling system in each case. The wineries wanted to study stemless 

grapes because they could lose more juice in transit then hand picked grapes. 

What had been a relatively unimportant consideration (delivery time) before, 

became very important with the use of mechanical harvesting. 

The woodworking business is somewhat labour intensive because of 

the variability of the raw material. At the ripping station, for instance, 

a skilled operator was needed to select the best widths from a board with 

as little waste wood as possible. The electronic controlled rip-saw was 

a machine with the potential for both increased speed and improved width 

judgements. The presence of the new rip-saw had little or no effect on the 

surrounding operations or the operating characteristics of the plant. It 

.:as  simply a better way to do the required opereslon. 
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A historical concern of the dairy industry has been to increase. total 

sales volume. Milk consumption is more or Jess related to population 

and there have been few dramatic changes in total gallonage. Shelf life 

also has also been an important factor in the dairy business. Milk must 

al • ays be fresh. This necessity in turn affected dairy delivery schedules. 

The pouch pack  2ias  a product innovation for the dairy industry and affected•

these fundamental industry operating characteristics. Laiterie Pierre 

Ltee increased their gallonage by 15% in the year after the introduction of 

the pouch-pack. They improved the delivery performance because pouches 

were easier to pack and the shelf life was doubled. 

EARLY ADOPTERS  

(Woodbine Industreis LtdLaiterie  Pierre Ltee. H.A. Simcoe Lte.) 

Size and Organizational Structure 

Of the total sample of six firms the early user category contains 

both the smallest and the largest. H.A. Simcoe Ltd. has both the lowest 

revenues ($250,000) and the fewest number of employees (6) while Laiterie 

Pieyre Ltee has tbr lar7,c;.,t reverus ($:13,000,M0) arc! over 100 cr:ployees. 

Woodbine Industries is in between with $10,000,000 in sales and about 

30 employees. 

The organizational structure of each differs considerably. H.A. 

Simcoe Ltd. is a family operation with only three permanent non-family 

employees. Decision making at Simcoe is on a very informal basis. Howard 

Simcoe described the decision process concerning the harvester as "thinking 

about it for a period of time". There are no formal budgeting or control 

systems. The company harvests primarily grapes for sale to wineries and 

food processors, however, they do grow some barley and other grains. 

Laiterie Pierre Ltee is more formally organized. There are two divisions 

within the company, ice cream and fluid milk. The decision process at 

Laiterie Pierre Ltee is more formal and structured than that at H.A. Simcoe. 

The company organizational structure consisted of the President, 

Executive Vice President, Controller, Sales Manager and Production Manager. 

The Executive Vice President was the effective operating head. The President 

had final authority on major financial or marketing matters but relied 

heavily on his Sales Manager and Controller. The milk pouch decision w as  
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ultimately made by the.President but all the research end evaluation was 

performed by the company,Controller.aud.the Sales. Manager,_ (Since thattime 

1968 - the Sales Manager  has been promoted to Vice President of Sales.) 2  

WoodbineIndustries Ltd. is funetionally_organized. There is a Pres-

ident,-General Manager, Sales Manager and Production Manager. - The President 

made the final decisions  on  major financial matters subject only to the 

approval of the principle shareholders. The company was growing rapidly in 

•1969 and organizational Changes where taking place to handle this growth. • 

After the rip-saw was acquired changes continUed With  the  creation of an 

Industrial. Engineering  Department. At the  time ef the rip-7saw acquisition 

. a rigoreus maintenance recording system did,not exist. Recently one was 

developed. The study and evaluation  of the  ripping problem was under- 
. 
taken primarily by the General Manager who was aided by the President. - 

.&2.Y°ach 

In addition tothe organizational and industry features outlined above 

there are some notable observations in the way the early adopters address-

ed the issue of innovation adoption. 

Similarities: 

Some features . of the approach to-innovation aMong•our sampleof early 

users appear similar. • 	 • 

1. .Although the operational problem which create the need for new 

machinery in each of our cases differed, in all cases the problem 

Was fundamental to the continued success of the Company.  Wood-

bine Industries needed more capacity -, Laiterie Pierre'Ltee needed 

an increase.in sales voluffie and H.A. Simcoe Ltd. needed a reduction 

in labour-costs. 

2. In all . cases both the decision makers•and project participants 

were one and -the same. The partiCipants in 'the  decisions were 

those upper and top managers.with significant 'Operating respon- . 

 sibilities. 

3. In all cases the existing 

skills were considered adequate with respect to the existing 

equipment. 	• 

ninLhouse n  maintenance and operating - 



4. No early  user  prepared any form o l  acquisition plan.- -• Once. the•

Machine was-ordered very little preparation was made other than some 

utilities set-up and plant-layeut changea.. Thé users assumed that 

the stippliers would provide such things as training, testing, 

documentation and start-up• procedure.  The early.users viewed the 

newmachinery in the same-way as part capital acquisitions. 

5. There were other machines available at  the  time of-each adoption. 

_ 	Woodbine Industries Ltd. the management examined other available . 

 rip-saws and methodically eliminated , the ones they felt to be 

unsuitable. --  At - the - time  of the Laiterie'rierre Ltee-Prepac - - 

installation, one-other mil k  pouch machine was available but had 

not been developed or installed for Canadian conditions. Its - • 

ftinction however was fundamentally the same. The Cedar Machine 

.Coe Inc. ,  grape harvester-was the only self propelled.machine_ 

available but there was another tractor-towed unit which was abail- 

- able in 1970.  The innovation in each case had  unique operating 

characteristicp. All were covered by one or. more patents. . 	• 

The other available'machines performed a similar function in a more • 

conventional manner. Each innovation offered significant 

advantages over conventienal machinery. 

Differences: 

The differences in approach to acquisition of manufacturing innovation 

also provide insight. 

1. Only Laiterie Pierre and M.A. Simcoe placed emphasis on good 

service and high machine reliability at the time they were eval- 

uating possible machines. H.A. Simcoe knew that Cedar Machine Co. Inc. had 

historically built reliable machinery and trusued that reputation. 	: 

Similarly Laiterie Pierre Ltee knew of and trusted the reputation 

of ChemCorp of Canada Ltd. As a borderline case Mr. Forbes, 

General Manager at Woodbine industries, djd view Lhe close 

availability cf Texas Macbjnaries Canadian representative as a 

factor in service reliability. He also trjed not to be the  • 

' recipicult of the first saw built although in the end he was not 

successful. Beyond the evaluation stage the us e ;  did very 
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to prepare themselves for the changes their new machines required. 

'2. Woodbine Industreis Ltd. was the only_early adopter which did not 

have exposure to some production installation or test facility 

prior to delivery. The Laiterie Pierre Ltee people studied the 

Prepac machine at Laiterie Bon Chance Ltee. Howard Simcoe studied 

the harvester while it was being built at the Cedar Machine Company 

plant. 

. Summary 	 . 	. 

From theSe general similarities and-differences in approach by early 

. 	• users several points bear repeating. 

1. In each case the choice of equipment was made by managers•with . 

operating responsibilities. 

2. In general few preparations were made to develop the new.  operating . 

and maintenance skills required prior ta equipment installation. 

3. No èarly user prepared aformal acquisition planbutane later 

adopter did. 	 • 

- 4. All'users depended on their suppliers for training, trouble-

shooting and debugging services. 

A summary of the approaches used by early users to the decision and 

preparation stage of the innovation acquisition appear in Exhibit II. 

LATER ADOPTERS 

The Nature of Each Industry 

In each case, the nature of the industries did not change particularly 

between the time of adoption by _early and later .  users.  •  In the dairy 

industry there  • was no other electronically controlled machinery available 

in 1971. Similarly in the woodworking industry between the Woodbine 

installation of 1969 and the Meunier installation of 1970, no.new alter-

natives came to the market. The woodworking industry, however, recently 

has seen more electronic machinery. Marcel Lalonde, General Manager at 

J.T. Meunier, said that there was a definite trend to electronically 
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controlled machines and that eventually he would need to hire an elec-

tronics maintenance specialist. In grape harvesting as in other forms of 

agriculture there is a distinct trend to mechanization. Although the 

mechanical grape harvesting is the most current grape industry innovation, 

Mr. R.L. Taylor, chief engineer at Cedar Machine Co. Inc., predicted that 

eventually grapes will he picked and crushed in the field. Right now, 

he added, it costs the grower more to remove grapes from the field than 

to pick them. 

Site and Organizational Structure 

Both1qorthern Dairies Ltd. and J.T. Meunier. Inc.  are small . operations. 

Each have annual sales in the neighborhood. of $3,000,000:.. :Provincial 

Wines alterhativély is a . much larger company with annual  sales of $15,000,000 

in 1971. 

Organizationally Provincial Wines Ltd. differs• considerably from the 

. other two. Provincial . has two major operating divisions; grape zrowing 

and wine making. The grape harvester decision was made by  the  Director 

of Viticultural Research, the Vineyard Superintendent and the Winery 

manager  • ointly. On the 'a's.  of their evaluation and recownendatIon the.. . 

Board of : Directors gave final approval. The decision processwas meth-

odical with the three participants evaluating.all aspects of the,proposed 

acquisition and planning the.  change-over. The grape harvester.was studied. 

. in the field before the order was placed, the participants corresponded 

with  the  manufacturer several times (hiring construction and designed a  • 

builk handling system. .They worked both with the supplier and the.indep- 

endent grape growers to coordinate tbe -  acquisition of mechanical harvesters, 

tote bins, and the other hardware necessary for the changeover. 

The organizational structure and decision Process at J.T. Meunier 

and Northern dairies was less formal than at Provincial Wines Ltd. In 

both cases the.  principal uwners of the company actively participated in 

the evaluation of machincry:• . They. 	also made the final choice. . 

TheMas Meunier, -the'CoMPanY President' and foUnder,..accomPanied by Marcel . 

 Lalandei the company treasurer, visited a woodworking machine show in New . 

Orleans and there were first exposed to the rip-saW. 
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These bdo men consulted and visited a similar rip-saw installation together. 

Sho'rtly thereafter Thomas Meunier decided to buy .  the Texas Woodworking 

Co. rip-saw. Ile was at the same time reorganizing the plant in order to 

achieve increased capacity. Thomas Meunier had in the past designed 

machinery for specific application, developed new window styles and 	 • 

examined proposed new machinery. Similarly at Northern Dairies Ltd. Mr 

Evens, the President, and Mr. Wilson its General Manager after having been 

exposed to various machine salesmen after the 12 months prior to 1971 

disctesed the available machinery and agreed that ChemCorp of Canada 

Ltd. offered the best alternative. 

Auroach 	 • 

The way the late users approached the installation and start-up of 

particular machinery contains some worthwhile observations. The innovations 

had been installed in other plants to varying extents, however, they 

still represented a distinct and - significant process change for the companies 

.concerned. An exception to the definition of later adopters could be taken 

with the J.T. Meunier installation because that company took the second 

machine built ty Texas Woof.working Machine Co. Over one hundred of each 

machine had been installed when Northern Dairies Ltd. acquired the Prepac 

and Provincial Wines Ltd. acquired the grape harvester. For these users 

the machine represented new technologies to their respective businesses 

even though many other installations existed. 

Similarities: 

The late users all managed the acquisition of their new equipment in 

approximately the same way: 	 • 

1. All decision makers were project participants and were principals 

of the companies or operating managers. 

2. The skills available in each company were notably different than 

the skills required by the new machinery. This problem was 

overcome jointly with • the supplier at the Provincial lanes Ltd. 

installation. On the recommendation of the Cedar Machine Co. Inc. 
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the management at Provincial Wines designed:a new bulk. handling 

system. Since many of the .company's. grape suppligrs.ware,in 

dependent,thc-plan included training and-educating the growers. 

in the use of the harvesters  and the changes in the ways grapes 

would be handled. The plan'included visits and consultation 

• with Cedar Machine Co. during the machine construction stage. - 

 At Northern Dairies Ltd. the company plant engineer attended 

at their invitation ChemCorp Technical Services Office fôr pre 

installation training and familiarization. Note that in this 

• case the training was proposed. by the supplier. 

3. In all cases.physical preparationof the plant took place before 

• delivery. for Northern Dairies Ltd. and J.T. •Meunier Zile, this 

activity involve-d - saeuring . the space and setting up the tuilities. 

In the vineyards at Provincial Wines Ltd. some-headlands .  • were 

 adjusted and soie  trellis heights raised in preparatidn for mech-

anical harvesting. The equipment for the new handling system - 

was also obtained (larger 'bins, tote-lift wagons, unloaders, etc). 

4. All the late adopters had a choice of machines: Northern Dairies 

hud.J:our 	iù1; 

pouch-produced by-each was similar .although the operating tech-

niques varied. Three of the four were.operating in Canadian-

installations. All but one had been installed-  in Canada with 

Chemeorp of Canada Ltd. had the most installed, more than any 

of  thdothers. The Cedar Machine Co: Inc. harvester was the onl y . 

 available self propelled unit in - 1971 but there was one other 

tractor-towed unit. Since 1971 another self-propelled harvester, 

haslecome available. There were many rip-saws available at the 

time  of the J.T. Meunier installation. None of the others 

offered the control features of the Te:-as  Woodworking,machine, 

however. 

* Land . clearance'at the end of the trellis rowi; to permit the-harvester 

to turn, 
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Differences: 

in each case the motivation for acquiring the new : equipment differed. 

J.T. Meunier needed an inctease in plant capacity, Northern Dairies Ltd 

was under consumer pressure for an alternative to plastic jugs and 

Provincial Wines was interested in reducing the labour cost of the harvest. 

Otherwise the l ite users are noted for similarities in approach rather 

than differenees. 

Summary 

In summary, several observations deserve emphasis. In the late user com-

panies: 

1. The decisions and preparations were controlled by the owners 

or the operating managers in each company. 

2. Two of the three companies engaged in pre-installation planning and 

preparation. In one case both the user and Supplier worked 

jointly.  •  In the oth • r  the  supplier initiated and carried out 

training of the plant engineer. 

3. All comnanies enga2c1 in Foma kind of physical preparation. 

4. Only one user had a choice of available machines which operated 

in a similar way. 

The approaches of the late users were similar. They all treated the 

machines as any other capital acquisition. A summary of these observations 

appear in Exhibit • 

EARLY VS.  LATER ADOPTERS  

We are examining the managerial decisions, planning and preparation for 

their new equipment made by the early and later adopters, In Many-ways 

the similarities-in approach stand çut. 	 • 

All.users, both early and late, used their normal policies and 

procedureS for aquiring, installing and starting up manufacturing equipment. 

That the machines, in soie cases, were newly deVeloped and untested in - 
. 
their new environments did not alter the managers' approaches significantly. 

They were aware of the newness of the machine but depended on past success 

with their supplier's equipment or his reputation for service and reliable 

equipment . to offset the riak.: 
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LATE-  ADOPTERS 

Similarities and Differences in Machine Acquisition  

Observation Meunier 	. Northern 

rim..Saw bottle-
neck with in-
creasing demand 
and limited 
capacity 

- consumer 
pressure for 
alternate 
to jugs 

Provincial 

- decline in 
availability 
and quality 
of hand - labor 

- rise'in 
labor. costs 

Similarities . 

- situations-suf- 	one production 
ficiently critiCal oroblem 
to warrant changes - one - marketing 

problem 

- one labor problem 

. Differences 

f". 

De-r.zision. 
1- 

• 

President and 
General Manager' ' 

President and 
General Manager 

Director of 
Viticultural 
Research, Vine -r  
yard Manager, 
Winery Manager ' 

- all decisions 
.and major 
participation 
came.from 
high level 
management 

remove exces- • I - reliable and 
sive  personnel 	swift service 
at bottlenecked 
rio-saw station 

- increased 	• 
canacity 

- wanted to 
replace hand 
picking . of 
grapes 

- insisted on 
special cowlings 

- one true la.+-% 
user emphas 4 s.,d 
service (Northern) 

- one insisted on 
special features 
(Provincial) 

- all dealt 
effectively 
with.existing 
equipment 

- farm mach-
inery Mechanical 

• 'skills 

- strong mech- 
;and 0.-Derationa1 	anical skills 
;Skills 

- stationary• 
engineer with • 

 mechanical 
skills 

- new opera-
tional 

'Maintenance 
. !and On,crational 

i Required. 
rs. 

- electronic . 

- similar 
-operational 

- machines were 
a notable depart-
ure from the old 
or  other ways of 
doing things 

3 rip saws - 
all 
but only one 
i ' -'ovation  

4 - pouching 
machines, 
3 with 
installations 

1 self . propelIed 

1other not ' 
self-propelled 
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Similarities and Differences in Machine Acquisition  . 

i 	 • 	• 
: 	Observ 	

. 
ation 
	
Meunier. 	Northern 	Provincial 	Similarities 	D4eeerences 	.. i  

i 	• 	. 	 .ft 
Planr 4- c 	- assumed  •rob- 	- stationary 	- prepare-some 	 - two users engaged l' 

- 	 • 	lems could be 	engineer went 	vineyards to 	 in mremaratorv D 	 . _ handled at 	to supplier's 	acceptable 	. 	- training at suppli- 1 
:.-, 	 start-up 	office for 3 	dimensions 	 er's plant - 	 . 

days of in- 	 '1 

	

ing 	- 	- developed bulk 	. 	- sumpli er origina- I E 	 - train 	sruction 

	

- 	 t  would take 	 handling system '' 	ted 	! 
,-.1„ -1,-, 	- visited 	• (i.e. 3-1/2 	: 
..., -,. C.-  • 	 L. 	.., 	a 	 . 	 . 	 . _ 	-- 	- 	. 

7 	 because'it 	another 	ton tote lifts 	 1 

N 	
always had 	 • • 	installation 	and 4 ton bins) 	• 	. 	 1 
been  donc 	 : 	 1 - independ - 	 ent 	. that way 	 . 

growers visite 	 I ,,
d 	 . 

_ 	I 	 . 	supplier for 	
. 	. 	I • 	. 1 	 . 	 . 	instruction 	 I A 	1 

7-. 	1. 	 . 	
• 
	• 	, 	. 	• 	, 

1 Lead  Ti me 	10 months 	1 month 	. 	8 months 	 - machinesbuilt 
7. 	.1 . 	.- 	 . 	to order  had 	a 

A 	
i 
1 	 . 	

. 
	 longer lead time .  

i  
,,, 	' 	• 	 . 	. 	, 	 1 
7 	I 'Information 	- communication 	- engineer went 	'• 	- frequent 	. 	. 	 i 

1 I .7 :.:C ": 2.C.:C1....: 	with the 	for instruction 	communication' 	 . 	. 	i 
e, 	1 	. 	' 	supplier 	course with 	with supplier 	 i sJ 	. 

1 
	

supplier 	. 	• 	. 	 1  U 	% 
1 	. 	 . 	• 	 " 	1 
t ':) .- sical 	- plant lay- 	- utilities 	- implemented 	-'. all mrenared 

	

..... 	 , 
1 Premaration 	cut arranged 	set-up 	• 	bulk handling 	plant physi-•- 	: 	 1 
1 	to acCommodate. 	. 	system. 	cally to some 	

. 	
1 

! 	new saw 	 extent 
% 	- 	 . 	 1 



CY, 'For the later adopters such dependence. was more appropriate, For them  • 

tra'ining programà and, service packages were better developed. We will enlarge 

upon . this characteristie in - thà neXt chapter. ' 

In all cases,.both early and - late, the decision makers and active 

participants were.either the company owners' or upper level .  managers,' ... 	. 

Althoilgh in some cases the ultimate authorit y  was with a superior the • 

effective selection rested with the opàtating managers. The absence .  of . 

formal machine.evaluation procedures and Capital expenditure*appropriations 

in the smaller companies is  not unexpected.and is charaCteristic. 

Only Provincial-wines had a fermal acquisition plan, • The change in 
. 	. 

the condition of the. grapes- when delivered necessitated closer scheduling ' 

and consequently improved materials handling: In addition, Coordination 

with the independent growers was necessary. Northern dairies did not 

develop a plairas such although many . of the training and familiarization 

functions in the pre-installation.stage were initiated by : ChemCorp of Can-

ada. The preparatory efforts of_all adopters suggests:that there  are  

two aspects to acquisition planning. Beth the user and the supplier can 	. 

each have a program for installation of new machines. The better the 

supplier's program the more reliance the user can .place on'hiM,, In the 

cases of Woodbine Industries, Laiterie Pierre and.  •.T. Meunier Inc, -Par-

ticularly.the user assumed,that supplier would provide many services 

(vis a vis dociiments, training, instruction): Infact these services did 

not materialize until after start-up. -  

. One observation.emerges about the availability of similar machines. 

The early users had  only  one choice. One later adopter had a -variety of 

machines to choose from which performed similar tasks. The ostensible 

exceptions are all though. the J.T.Seunier Inc. is an exception,  to.our 

adopter definition there is evidence,. according to the supplier, that 

alternative machines were available by1972. The electronically controllàd 

preselect rip-saw, although had no direct competition, wms  being offered 

in different models by Texas Woodworking Inc. for different performanée recuirements. 

Similarly by 1972 another self.propelled 'grape harvester became' available 

- and vas working in the vineyards.of California. 
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Briefly for early and late adopters: 

1. The early users tended not to have forma i  acquisition plans. 

the  plans made by late users were both supplier and user origin-

ated. 

2. The iate users had a wider choice of alternatives. 

3. All users had upper management participation in the evaluation, 

decision making and implementation of a new machine acquisition. 

4. All users assumed the availability of service training, documents 

and instruction from the supplier. 

5. With early Users particularly very little active preparation was 

carried out for installation 9nd start-up beyond arrangement of 

physical facilities. 

This chapter has examined : - -ànd preparation for the new 

equipment. The next chapter exi-- ...«;: -,-.1xperiences with start-up and 

debugging. 

4 n " .-  • 
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CHAPTER IV, 

Stwict-Up and_ratiug Experiences  

Summary  of'Findings 

Depending upon the affiount of pilot.work, the nature of  

the innoVàtion, the stippliers experience and policies and 

so forth, the early adopters of a manufacturing innovation-

starts his newly installed• machine under a certain ambunt 

of uncertainty as to its initial perfortance. In Chap.ter 

III we noted the preparations made for start-up, operation 

and maintenance prior to installation by both customers 

and suppliers. In this chapter we examine their - start-

up and operating experiences. First we will examine 

early users, Woodbine-Industries Ltd. - , Laiterie Pierre 

Ltee, and H.A. Sitcoe,Ltd., followed by late users, 

J.T. Meunier Inc.', Northern Dairies Ltd. and Provincial 

Wines Ltd. Finally-this ehapter . attempts to classify 

consequences according to early Or late users and relate 

these consequences to the preparations made. 

The task of equipment start • up ranges from simple 	• 

turning on of a switch through to long complex procedures. 

A small standard drill press, for example, usually can 

be installed and operated successfully with no special 

effort or organization.. .0n the other hand a steel roll-

ing mill is ,usually started-up'in stages with careful 

checking of individual control device's, conscious 

synchronization of-related sections and several weeks of - 

trial runs and operator training. Between these two 

extremes are many intermediate approaches which may be 

appropriate depending upon the. characteristics of the 

specific installation. 	• 

The eqniptent in ou  r sample represents by size and 

complexity a middle range. Each-represents a manufactur •

ing innovation with all its potential uncertainty of 

• performance. 
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i. 	III we noted that all  adopt er,  both 

early and later, for the most part prepared for the new 

equipments by preparing facilities to receive them. 

Little in the way of training or development of new 

operating,and maintenance procedures took place. The 

managers in these companies tried to attain some assur-

ance of good guidance in these matters through the selec-

tion of suppliers with good reputations. The subsequent 

experiences varied and in the following pages we describe 

in what ways they varied. First we examine the early 

adopter. 

Sonie  experiences were common to all adopters. In 

each case the supplying firm provided technicians at 

start-up to supervise and provide instruction in operation, 

maintenance and troubleshooting. The amount of time 

spent  • and kind of assistance provided varied, however, and 

will be discussed below. All users installed peripheral 

material handling equipment with the machine under stud y . 

in some instances the peripheral equipment also required 

subsequent development or improvement. 

• EARLY ADOPTERS' - 

The length or start-up varied from one day for•H.A. 

Simcoe Ltd. to several months for Woodbine 'Industries 

Ltd. ,In the latter case two years paSsed before we can 

say that all the initial debugging problems were com-

pletély 'resolved.. In seeking factors that influence such 

experiences we loOked to the service provided by the 

supplier, the amount•of field testing,,the equipment 

received prior tothe installation and the procedures 

and organization utilized by the users to develop the 

expertise in operating and Maintaining their new machine. 

• The start-up experiences of early adopters, unlike 

their pre-installation preparation, are more notable 
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for their - differences than their similarities. -Some 

reasons for the differences are apparent  and  will be 

discussed later. Five similaritieS  stand out.  

1. • All eatlyusets installed  sonie  amount of per-. 

ipheral equipment at the saine  time the innovation 

was being installed. At Woodbine Industries Ltd. 

special transfer conveyors and a unit called a 

"tilt-breakdown hoist" were needed. At the 

Laiterie Pierre installation tin-tieing machines 

were acquired for the pouch packaging process. 

D.A. Simcoe Ltd. acquired new grape bins to handle 

the increased production rates. These peripheral 

devices were ordered prior to the arrival of 

the main Machines but were delivered at about 

the same time. All our early users needed 

additional equipment, particularly for materials 

handling, to support the new machine. In each 

cases there were no major difficulties with 

the peripheral equipment. The tilt-breakdown 

hoist was a widely used unit in the woodworking 

business, but at Dashwood Industries Ltd. a 

specially designed tier separator was also needed 

because of that company's particular raw materials 

storage system. Before the Laiterie Pierre 

installation the tin tieing units had been 

used on other packaging lines but not in dairies. 

After installation the company also discovered 

that milk pouches could not be'packed in con-

ventional wire cases because of the risk of 

puncture. Consequently, new plastic cases were 

acquired. For early users in general the 

j) C1 	equipment needed to make the new 

machine compatible with the existing operation 



was specified early, usually by the supplier. 

2. For all early adopters supplier technicians 

Were present at the time of installation and 

remained through the initial start-up period. 

. At Woodbine Industries Texas Woodworking Co. 

representative remained for three weeks. He 

adjusted and tested the rip-saw and gave company 

personnel operating and maintenance instructions. 

Similarly at Laiterie Pierre the ChemCorp people 

provided similar service for the initial two 

weeks. Perhaps because H.A. Simcoe was an 

early user only in Canada and his machine had 

extensive field tests prior to start-up, the 

supplier representative did not remain very 

long. He stayee only for the first day but 

was available on very short notice. 	. 

At Woodbine Ltd. and Laiterre Pierre supplier 

representatives as well as ensuring their 

respective machine started adequately, also 

gave informal instruction to maintenance and 

operating personnel. Usually the plant maintenance 

crew worked closely with the technician. Dur- 

ing start-up and debugging he pointed out 

possible troublespots and demonstrated methods 

of repair. At H.A. Sincoe such instruction 

was more limited. On the other hand the 

documentation of operating and maintenance 

instruction provided by Cedar Machine Co. 

was much more extensive than for the other 

early adopters. For these  • customers there 

was no formal instruction in electronics, for 

instance. 



3. At our • three early adopters most initial 

efforts at start-up were devoted to obtain-

ing acceptable production rates. At the 

Laiterie Pierre Installation much time was 

Spent developing an effective way to package 

the quart pouches in threes. At the Woodbtne 

.. plant the Texas Machine Co. technicians dealt•

predominantly with vibration and control 

problems. Although Cedar Machinery's tech-

nician emphasized operation of the  grape 

harvester initially he specifically worked 

to achieve coordinated fan, conveyor and 

harvesting speeds for different grape 

varieties. The maintenance procedure and 

timing were also emphasized. 

4. Many maintenance and operating techniques 

were developed on the job at the time of 

• installation and start-up. As mentioned 

earlier the ChemCorp people dwelt at length on 

improving packaging techniques. An economic 

balance between Prepac output, tin-tieing 

machines and the number of operators had to 

be found.  •  The skill at disassembling and 

adjusting the rip-saw was developed by the 

Woodbine Industries Ltd. personnel during 

and particularly after the start-up period. 

The self-development required of early users 

was necessary because many maintenance and 

operating techniques had not been firmly 

established by the • suppliers at the time of 

installation. The degree to which thjs 

development takes place at an early installa-

tion depends, it seems, on the number of 



P•evibus installations experimental-or-other-

'wlse'of"eaCh machine 	oUr: . saMple'the 

number of previous installations varied from 

a lox7 of zero for the rip-saw, to two for 

.the PrePac machine to a high of seventy with - 

the grape harvester. The degree  of  early 

user techniques development roughly corres-

ponds to this spectrum.' • 	• 

3. In all cases there was evidence that the 

widespread expectatiorrs of the early adopters - 

fàr start-up . assistance and adviée Were not 

fully realized. There was no formal. doc- 

umentation-  provided until'after the-start-. 

lip at either Woodbine Industries - Ltd. .or 

Laiterie Pierre Itee. In both those instances 

as at the H.A. Simcoe - installation some 

operating and maintenance techniques were 

developed on the job. That is not to say. 

that the user's aSsumptions were groundless, 

however. All the machinery'suppliers-sent 

skilled representatives to aid in the start-. 

up phase but these representatives did not 

, 

 

corne as experienced as the users had expected.- 

There is evidence that there is a noticeable 

gap hetween what  the, supplier  feels the user 

can do and what the user' thinks the supplier 

can do. This observation is similar in all 

early user caSes.. More prono.unced'is thô 

difference in what the user expected and what 

in faet the supplier had. Laiterie Pierre 

Ltee. placed less emphasis on the technical 

state - and the service package of the supplier -

than  an the marketability  of the product 
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beeausè they,felt,such a-large and -reputable 

OmPany as ChemCorp would be thorough and 

reliable.. The management at Laiterie Pierre 

had not considered that.ChemCorp was relatively 

unexperienced with-the Prepac machine and that 

they had little exposure to the 'dairy business 

Woodbine Industries. Ltd. assumed they would 

get full documentation of the machine and 

that although the machine would be one of 

the first Ones built it was a production 

model and not a prototype. At Cedar Machin-

ery Inc. the engineers translated their 

awareness of user characteristics, gained 

from earlier experience with a previously 

developed bean harvester, into design 

improvements for operation, and maintain-

ability. The Texas Woodworking personnel 

stated that the technical sophistication of 

their machines in some cases is several 

years ahead of the industries ability to , 

operate and maintain them. 

Early Adopters - Differences in Start-Up Experiences 

The similarities in experience of early adopters are 

over-shadowed by the differences. The problems of start-

up varied from very few to many. Given the similarity 

of approach we must look to other reasons for the 

differences. 

1. The prjnted information (maintenance manuals, 

wiring diagrams etc.) available at the time of 

installation and start-up were limited for both 

Woodbine•Industries and Laiterie Pierre. When 

H.A. Simcoe Ltd. took delivery on the other hand, 
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the maintenance and operation procedures were 

fully documented. Cedar Machinery had a 

policy of ensuring that operating and main-

tenance information in printed form was 

available for the first of any new machines 

they offer for sale. Over time, these in-

structions are improved as exp érience develops. 

Also  as we have peinted out, although H.A. 

Simcoe's installation was the first in Canada 

it was the seventieth grape harvester developed 

by Cedar Machine Co. over a period of three 

years. Thus the quality of the recommended 

procedures can be assumed to reflect this 

experience. 

2. Each early adopter encountered a different 

deree of•  frequency and severity of start-up 

• problems. At Woodbine the problems were many, 

varied and largely related to the machine's 

function. At Laiterie Pierre problems were 

fewer and were roughly an even mix between 

operating difficulties and maintenance problems. 

At H.A. Simcoe theme were virtually no serious 

problems either in operation or maintenance. 

If we recall the two experimental installations 

prior to Laiteric Pierre's these experiences 

roughly correspond to the stages of development 

of each machine at the time of installation. 

3. The extent and sophisti .cation of the training 

given and required seems to be related to the 

stage of development of the machine also. The 

training required for the grape harvester was 

minimal bnt the machine itself was well 
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developed. At Woodbine and Laiterie pi erre 

 the training needed was more extensive. 

Although all users recognized that significant 

training in some operational and maintenance 

areas was  required non took upon themselves 

the development of specific training programs. 

They all assumed the supplier's technician 

would provide adequate training at delivery. 

A summaryof the installation and Start-up experiences 

of our early users appears in 

LATE ADOPTERS 

.Like the early adopters the later adopters installed 

peripheral equipment and had the benefits of supplier 

technicians at start-up. 'Other similarities of experience 

occurred which were not shared with the early adopters. 

Specifically: 

1. All late users had relatively smooth start-up 

experiences. All machines met required produc-

tion schedules within reasonable .lengths of 

time. At Northern Dairies the machine was 

running at full capacity by the end of the 

first week. The J.T. Meunier rip-saw was meeting 

production demands within the first three 

weeks. Among the later adopters J.T. Meunier's 

start-up took longer and had more functional 

problems to overcome. Written operating and 

maintenance instructions were not available to 

the same extent as for the other two. Relative 

to the other two later ddopters, however, J.T. 

Meunier was early in the game. J.T. Meunier 

received the second rip-saw manufactured. 

Northern Dairies was about 100 on the list as 

was Provincial Wines. The grape harvester at 

EX11IBIT-1V. 



Early Adopters  

I 	Observation 	Woodbine 	Pierre 	Simcoe 	Similarities 	Differences 

1 	 . 
j  in.,..or....a—on. 	- la•out drawing 	• 

I• 	
1 -- 	s 	_ 	.: 

- no drawings, ne 	- complete opera- 	-'2 had little 	- only one with 	. 
!  Available for - no manual or 	manual until 	tion/mainténance 	support 	documentation 

other documents 	several months 	manual giVen at 	documentation 	because established 
N 	

lAssembly 

tc 	-; Ilater 	delivery 	 's hn,cre and 
b ! 	- su 	assembly 	 methodology had 

I 	dra•ings ore- 	- supplier re- 	- supplier re- 	- 	not been developed 
S 	1 	-oared inter.- 	presentatives 	presentative 1 for the others. 

nally 	on 	•all 	available on call 

I - 	 ' 

, 	 - original lay- 

I 	

out  drawings 
wcre• inaccurate 	° 	

. 

A 	1 	. 	. . 

	

'.1Assembled 	- user initially 	- supplier 	- delivered 	 . 

n
by 	with later 	 assembled 	 . 

1 	supplier support 
	--- 

1 _ 	P,:srph,--ral 	- tilt-breakdown 	- tin-tier - 	- new;bin sizes 	- all needed 

	

7-z ,--mcnt 	• 	hoist (standard 	standard piece 	1 ton and 4 ton 	some addi- 
piede) 	not designed 	 tional'ecuim- 

'or 
A 	 - tier separat 	

such use 	• 	 ment
r 	'L 	- 

(custom piece) 	 - process altera- 	. 

• 1 	 . 	 tions required  new 
• materials hand- 

• ling or packaging' 
or exhausting etc 

-,- 	 . 
. 	• 	 . 

1.7raining and 	- width judge- 	- performed by 	- supplier ex- 	- all supPliers 	- requirement and 
1Re-training 	ments fundamen7 	supplier at 	plained controls 	provided some 	 • 	 difficulty of training 

tally the same 	time of 1s 	and 	and delivery, 	guidance 	.: 	here depends on -how 
1A) Operators 
1 	as before 	subsequent 	also outlined in 	much of ,a departure 

N1 	 deliveries 	manual 	
.- none gave for- 	the operation is from 

1 	- supplier 	 • 	mal instruction 	what was done in the 
[ 	 -74 14-,-4 	. 
i 	1 	

e - 	 — spent time 	- had Seen Unit 	past. 
[ 	 Operator 	;_th 	developing tin- 	and been instructed 
1 	I 	. 	width selection 	tir technique 	at supplier's , ' 	device 	- 	- 	 earlier during 1 	 • . 

I 	 construction-phase 

I 	

- following 
station (cut- 

1 	offs)  no  change 

I 	but more of 
1 	them 	 . 
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Similarities. and Differences in Machine  Start-up  

4.  

Observation Differences Similarities Simcoe . Pierre Woodbine 

- initial outline 
of problem' . 
areas by supplier 

rmost training 
on the job . 

- no established 
technique 

- by contract per-
formed by supplier 
Quebec people 
monitored 
Methods, 

- no instruction 
on cleaning 
regularly and 
lUbrication until . 
later (steam 
cleaning problem) 

- . cleaning inst:rucH 
tions emphasized H 
essential for 
reliable opera- , 
.tion 

- designed for 
low complexity 
maintenance 

- suppliers did not 
think. of full 
range of  possible: 
problems 

-, training.done on -
the.job and by ' 
exception 

- no formal 
instruction 

- present for 
1st 3 weeks 
to monitor . 
omeratien. They 
instructed opera-
'don -and main- ' 
tenance persôn-
nel on use and 
troubleshooting. 

- suggested 
possible prob- . 

 lem areas. 

' 
1 i P ,nnblems and 	1. Vibration - 
!Modifications 	sevre  and 

persistent 
added legs to 
arbor support 
table 

2. supplier  re- 
' placed inade-
quate and 
faulty 	, 
cuitry which. 
:as  causing 
irratic 
performance 

3. changed. 
edger direction 

4: bearing 
siezed - re-
naired by 
Woodbine people 

-.present for 
first week for 
initial runs 
instructed. . 
oPerators and 
tested machine 

1. Teflon wore 
out tco .quickly 
giving high 
leakage rate 

2. developed 
means to package 
the pouches 

-'experimented 
with different . 

 number of 
operators 

- present for 
first day - no 
need to stay 
longer but 
always on call 

- could make 
limited recom-
mendation On 
operating speeds 

1.. Start-uo 	•  
Co -Ordination  
of • various 
.tractor and 

: handling 
personnel 

• 
2. Co- 
ordineted 
peddle conveyor 
and fans speed 
to maximize. 
yield 

not des-
cribed by manual 
because of 
variety and 
maturity 
conditions 

• 

- supplier 
unable to give 
preciee tech-
nique for 
maintenance 
(WoOdbine, 
Quebec) or 
operating • 
rate (Simcoe) 
because; of 
information 
shortage (no 
histbrical 
information) 

- absence of 
specific opera-
tiOnalnpreced-
ures. 

- :some methods 
had to be 
developed by 
users 

- debugging e 
aSsociated with 
problems with 
machinery itself 
vs. phasing 
machinery into • 
existing opera-
tion 

- all suppliers 
expressed willing-
ness to be called 
in event of any 
problems 

3) Maintenance 

• 1 

Supn, lier 
1 Guidance 

0 
t..,1 

(1" 

n-• ;_4 

• . 	< 

I 	- 
; 

S 
.T 

L 

0 

A 

Early  A,rlicrp tcrs 



'Similarities and Differences  in . Machine -  Start-Up 

.Early Ad:mters 

, Observation 	Woodbine 	Pierre 	Simcoe 	. 	Similarities 	• Differences 	' 

I 	
- 	. 

S 	; Preb1s and 	5. operating 	 3. Conveyor belt 	- predominantly 
1 Modifications 	speeds reduced » 	 shrinkage 	, 	functional 	• 
1 (Cont'd) 	feed 250 ft/min 	 Simcoe develoPed 	problems arese 	• 
i 	to•200.ft/min 	 wetting method 
, 	blades 3500 rpm 	 • to solve problem : 

to 2400 rpm 	
' 	

supplier later 
!,, 	. 	 g chaned belt 

 . . 	 fabric. . 	 . 
.1- 4. paddle break- ! 

! 	 •; 	age -. changed to 
1 	 rods so then 	 . 

' 	back to paddles 
A 	1 	

. 

S. oil filter 	 • 
' 	clogging - solved . 

by removal 	 . 

- 1. 	
• 	. 	. 	. 	. 	' 	- 

i • re....-,-  and 	by 	- both Supplier 	- cleaning, adjust-- technique 	- harvester original- ! 	•  - 	A 	- learned 
; 
1 	H.:ro • ble- 	. user on the 	• 	and user learned 	ing and trouble- 	learned on the 	ly designed with 	• 

# I she.ct.-..ng 	job at start-• 	• 	machine ïdio- 	' 	shooting methods 	job when prob- 	maintainability in 
.:ecr...-..3.qi-e 	 us t.!.us 	not 	. 

1 	. 	
; ; 	,.. 	. 	. 	.. .. 	up and in 	syncrasies on 	described in 	lems arose . 	. 	- 	th 

1
•January 71 	the .job . 	. 	manual 	. 	 many new techniques 	• 

1 	
• 	t>v,-, lopm,-!nt 

! 	• 	' were needed. 
i 	1 	- taught by 	 - some outlined 	- mac hine gen- 	 , 	. 
t 	! 	

=nrid- 	
in manual which 	erally . nrugged" - 	

. 
' 

1 • 	! 	 arrived later 	SiMcoe ran to 
i 	. 
Ipeople during 

the 1st 3 weeks • 	
maximum then' 
repaired if 

1 	and subsequent 	 machine broke 

! 	visits 	- no 	• 	 • 	down 	, 	• 
C=.-n ,, -al tech- 	 . 

i 	• 	hiques were 
' • 	1 	ifirmlv 

1 	. 	• 	 established 	. 

1 
' 

'Maintenance  	redignd 	- Started using 	.. cleaning cri- 	- represent 	.-..,some methods  are .  

1 	'changes . 	bearing :cu.:us- 	water and steam 	 !. ! 	 tically important 	.otable de- 	unproven and uére .- 
ing; circuit 	cleaning then 	to effectiveness 	.Da..rture from 	developed because of 

I 
	boards, 	

- 	
changed to dry 

hydraulics for 	methods because 	- 
outlined both 	

hast  methods 	problems. r 
1 	better main- 	dampness 	, 	by supplier and : 	• -. new skills no... al- 

p 	1 	

-.

'tenance 	• 	affected circuits 	
in manual , 	, 	. 	 ways needed but new• 

! 	1 	. 	 methods were. _ 
1 	• 	- 	1-,-,- ana seal quality 	- cost 50.;: Per 

. t 	. 	.. 	r 	
c 

.
ir- ! 	 ton

• 
 1 

changed 
; 	. 	cuitry to 

solid state 	. 	 . 
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.* Similarities' and ,DifferenceS in Machine Start-up 

. 	Early 7.depters:"  

Observation. 	Woodbine 	Pierre 	SiMcoe 	Similarities 	Differences  • 

c 	Maintenance 	- later re- 	- remained the 	1 	- remained the 	 - management:acknow 
• i 	SaMe 	• 	 ledged'at Quebec Crew 	organized 	same 	1 

around new 	 1 that high . 	 . 
director 	 maintenance skills 

T 	 • and 	 were needed 

• 1 	 -Woodbine felt they 
•

C 

I 	 would need electronic 

A . 	 personnel even- 
tually 

i 
Documentation: 	 i 	 . R 	

. 	
I 	. . 	. 

Provided . 	net initially 	not'initially 	; 	manual provided 	 - an organization 
variable which 

., Developed, 	later with 	.none 	1 	none 	 the innovation 
.' 	maintenance. 	 , 	, 

l 	
acquisition did 

reorganization 	 i • 	 not affect i 

• . I 	 - 
Organizational 	- engineering 	- none 	1 	-  none 	 - organizational 

. 
U 	

. 	Changes 	department 	 variable 
. 	 I 

formed later 	 Woodbine was changing 

. 	its  organizational 
structure because

•  y 	• 	

. of growth 

Duration of 	18 mmiths 	2 weeks 	1 	1 day. 
Start-Up • 	' 	 . 



Provincial Wines Ltd. was successfully harvesting 

by the end of the first day. Both Provincial 

Wines Ltd. and Northern Dairies had a few 

minor technical problems with the new machinery. 

On the other hand, J.T. Meunier had so nie sig-

nificant difficulties with vibration and control 

circuitry. These problems were mitigated during 

1970 when the machine was disassembled for 

repairs, During this time the plant was shut-

down for five days. The problems experienced 

at the Meunier installation were less serious 

and persistent than at Woodbine. This apparent 

exception is more understandable when we 

remind ourselves that J.T, Meunier was the 

'second user of the preselect rip-saw. 

2. The supplier of the machinery in each case 

provided more specific assistance and advice 

•on troubleshooting and repair  • procedures  as  

well as operating techniques, The Provincial 

Wines installation illustrates the increase in 

operating information available. Howard 

• Simcoe was present at the Provincial Wines Ltd. 

start-up to advise them on possible operating 

speed combinations for different varieties of 

grapes. The supplier representative had other 

experience with operating characteristics and 

was able to provide  fur  ther  suggestions. 

Reports were available on mechanical grape 

harvesting. By 1971 there was information 

available on other growers experiences with 

the harvester both from the supplier himself 

and other users. ChemCorp explained more 

) 
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clearly and emphatically to the Northern Dairy 

personnel the cleaning techniques for the 

Prepac machine. Since Laiterie Pierre's 

installation ChemCorp had acquired more exper- 

ience in the dairy business. They realized that 

although more than one hundred Prepac machines. 

had been installed by 1971, electronic controlled 

machinery was still new to dairies acquiring 

their equipment. The Texas Woodworking Co. 

technicians went into the 3.T. Meunier install- 

ation with a greater awareness of possible 

problem areas. The Woodbine experience gen-

erated some 	modifications and changes in 

the machine, 

3. Full printed documentation was *provided to 

. both Northern Dairies and.Provincial Wines. 

Meunier did not receiVe an up-to-date manual 

installation. An operating/maintenance manual 

for the rip-saw was available.by 1971 but. 

:cecame *obsolete because of the frequent . 

changes 'on the machine. 

Late Adoy .ters 	Difference in Start-Up Exper,iences  

_Among the late adopters the most notable difference in 

start-up experience Oceurs when we compare J.T. Meunier 

Inc. to the others. J.T. Meunier Inc. encountered . more 

difficulties and the start-up took longer. Since theirs was 

only the second rip-saw installed compared to about 100 

for Provincials and Northern's installation these 

difficulties arc understandable, The information avail-

able to Meunier nt start-up, (eg. operating manuals, 

maintenance instructions) was less extensive tban for 

thn other later adopters. 
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In examining the experience of Northe.rn Dairies 

and Provincial Wines it is interesting to note that 

both had organized start-up procedures. At Northern 

Dairies, the start-up was structured according to the 

supplier's recommendations. The ChemCorp representative 

ran water and milk tests while he gradually increased 

the production rate from 15 qts. per minute early in 

the first week to the recommended rate of 30 gts. per 

minute six days later. At Provincial Wines the activities 

of the first day of the harvest with the new mechanical 

harvester were coordinated by the winery not the supplier. 

Provincial's plan was important not only because mech-

anical harvesting was new to them but also because 

nineteen other machines were being started up • at the 

same time and all supplied the Provincial Wines plant. 

It appears worthwhile for a user company to have a 

start-up plan but each particular situation dictates 

the extent to which the onus is on the user or the 

supplier. Either way a less successful result, according • 

to participants in each situation, can be expected if 

there is no plan or procedure at all. 	 • 

A summary of the experiences of late adopters 

appears in Exhibit V. 

.Barly Versus Later  «Adopters  

The most important experiences to compare are those 

of the early and later adopters. The previous analyses 

serve to assess the uniformity (or lack of it) of 

experience of early adopters and then later adopters. 

We have seen'that the uniformities are not as general as 

one might originally expect. Some interesting differences 

occurred which eventually must serve to elaborate the•

conceptual framework for describing and evaluating 

technological strategies. 
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/;ate Adopters  

. 	. 	. 
" 	Observation 	Meunier 	Northern 	- 	Provincial . 	SiMilarities 	•Differences - 

I T ,-anng (Con'd) 

1 	' 
I A) Operators:. 	 - used•Well 	- familiarization 

- 	. 	(Cont'd) 	' 	 .established 	. 	to place earlier , 
1 	. 	 tin-tier tech- 	 ' 

N 
1 	

nique 

S 	I 

1 B) Maintenance . 	--given on the 	- some instruc7. 	- specifics ver- 	• 	 ne --only o 	got, 

1 • 	job during 	• 	tion initially .- 	belly outlined but . 	• 	 solely "on the 
4 	 start-up 	preventive 	' 	also explained in 	.'- 	job" training ' 

A 	I 	 maintenance done 	manual 	• 	' • 	- . others had  same 
• by supplier 	 . 	

form of formal 
1 (by contract) 
1 	. 	 instruction. . 

I  	
. 

. 	 , 
1 	•, 	• 	 - 	 . 
1  •h.anuower 	2 supplier 	. . 	1 supplier 	1-supplier 	.- 

A representatives 	representative 	representative I- 	
. 

T 
' 	

2 company 	 . 
nersonnel 

I 
1 

 d 	
-.,,..zp- -_,.,-....a_  1 	• 	- tilt break- 	- tin-tier 	- 3-1/2 ton tote 	- all required 
- 

1 	.L.
,,
..... 
.---, .=- -_,,,..- 	do wn hoist ,' 	machines 	(3) 	lift bins 	sot e amount of ' 1 	..... 

handling and 	 . 
N 	 - plan 	 . 	

i 	
y er 	 - 4 ton winer 	support 

' 
- conVeyors 	

bns 	equipment 
- continuous 	• 

- none was new 
t unloader 	(a' 	 • 	or complex 

 	• 	
' 	

winery) 
, 	,---- 	' 

1  
! Supplier 	- 2. supplier 	- supplier 	- American 	- all had 	- not all tested 

S l'Guidance 	representatives 	representative 	rePresentative 	' supplier ré- 	machine fully in 
i 

,
• I

present for 	for first Week 	oresent for 	presentative 	user situation 
; 	first 2.weeks 	

r 	ater and
to 	

first day" 	for some length 	(at Provincial 1 . 	 - 	an w 
! 	. 	 .but on call 	of time, 	' 	it,was not 	• - suggested 	milk teSts 
1 	

.  afterwards 	 necessary.) 

R 	1 	
possible prob- 	zest system 	

• 

1 	
lem areas - 	. 

 l 	 ocera 	 .tcr  and 
 ^ , 	1 	maintenance 

1 	 instruction 	. 	' 

13 
•D 	1 	

- tested 
systeM 	, 	 •

•

_ 	 . 
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in *Machine Start-un and Differences • Sied.larities  

Northern Prcvincial 

1 

1 

r.  

1 •  

Late Adopters  

Obse. ---vation Differences Similarities Meunier 

:'rebl‘=ms and 
Modifications 

i • 

1. laps,  wiring 
were loose 
initially. 

2. vibration 
initially 
present and 
got worse- 

3. Supplier 
changed 
edger-blades 
configuration 

4. December 
1 971 changed 
abcr -  plant  
down for 5 days 

1. no major prob-
leMs, start-up 
was phased in 

2. after two • 
shift operation 
began (1 yr 
later) qualitY 
Problems arose 

1. Conveyor belt 
shrinkage problem 
- developed 
roller adjust-
ments to 
mitigate 

2. paddle break-
a• e - delivered 
with rod arms 
changed to 
paddles 

3. minor prob-
lems with 
handling,system 

4. harvesting. 	. 
speeds develoned 
on tfie job with 
advice .  froM ' 
Simcoe 

- all had rela-
tively smooth • 
start-up 

• 
- problems did 
not arise until 
farther down-
stream and were 
maintenance 
related, . 

cpair & - 
Trouble- 

-reche -'cu'e 
Development 

- less development 
required on 
Northern and 
Provincial than 
•ith Meunier 

- develeped on 
the job in 
December 1971 
when arbor was 
replaced 

- supplier 
guidanc c . 

 provided dur-
ing 2 visits 

- used tele-
phone exten-
sively in 	.• 
finding and 
sciving :  
problems 

- circuitry 
changed to , 
solid state 
at users' 
recuest and 
expense 

- achieved fami-
liarity quickly .  
,by studying - 
supplier preven-: 
tative main-
tenance•and 	• 
user's manual 

- Sealing and • 
control.adjust-
ments were well 
proven 

cleaned daily 
for first year 
but when the 
2 shift 
oneration began 
it was reduced 
to 1 day/week - 
Performance 	' 
problems arose. 

- maintenance 
manual outlined 
major repair 
methods 

- machine 
designed to • . 
ease maintenance 

- some minor 
improvements with 
accessability and 
protection, mud - 
guards, cowlings 
etc. 

- some techniques 
Were well es- • 
tablished sO that 
they could be 
easily taught • 

maintenance 
procedures.were 
well estab-
lished for 
,Northern and 
Provincial 

Maintenance 
Procedure 



Similarities and Differences in Machine Startu'o  

Late Adopters • 

i 	, 	 e 

t 	.0bser 	
. 

vation 	Meunier 	Northern 	ProVincial 	Similarities 	.111ifferences''. 
: 	. 	 1  
: 

. S. 	I Maintenance 	, 	- major over- 	 - unit washed 
1 Procedure 	haul each year 	 twice per day 
! 	,e....,_.., (1 	 • 
1 

T 	! 	' 
, 	. 	 . 
I Documentation 	- maintenance 	- no records 	- records con- 	 - two users began. 

"A 	1 	manager main- 	kept before or 	tained nu4Der 	 documentation as 
' 1 	- 	tained a 	. 	after 	of parts re- 	 a_consequence 

1 	! diary 	on 	• placed•  
• 	• f 	r 	 pbm 	 ' roles, 

	

ier was 	ed 

	

. t 	
parts and 	

- 
suppl

user  felt 

keeping records • 	
- record 

I 	- 	1 operating costs 
I 	I 	retairs 	 - 
I 	 . 
i 	Or 	 • ganizational 	- none 	- none 	• 	- -none 	. - no' changes 	• 	 • 
I 	changes 	 made in 
i 	 organization 	. , 
! 	I 	 (i.e. 	new 	' : 
! 	

! 	 peonle or 
1 	U 	

. 
 t 	 • 	 . systems) ; i 	1 	  ! 

t 	- 	I P 	• 1 	! Start-up 	- 2 weeks 	- 1 week 	- 1 day 
; duration 	 - 
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Start -U p.  

•C 

Generally, later adoPters had quicker start-upa 

and fewer "bugs" with which to contend. .Y.T. Meunier 

did , not eXperience the major breakdowns that Woodbine 

encountered. Northern Dairies took less time to reach 

trouble-free consistent operation than did  Laiterie 

Pierre. Provincial Wines had fewer cleaning and adjusting 

problems than did U.A. Simcoe. These differenees existed 

and should not be ignored even though the differences 

among the early adopters and among later adopters were 

in some instances sometimes greater than those observed 

above. We will discuss the implications of this 

apparent paradox in the following chapter. 

Similarly the amount and quality of information on 

equipment operation and maintenance were better for the 

later adopters than the early adopters. . 

For some early adopters no printed instructions 

were -available at all at the time of Startnp. For the 

.later users and particularly those who adopted more than 

two years after the first unit was sold (anywhere) 

Che information available was much iMproved. The same 

conclusion holds for the number.and quality of technical 

and service personnel. available for the suPpliers. 

The 'design and construction of the individual 

machines were different for later adoptera from those of 

the early adepters.- Later in this chapter We will 

discuss the•  evolution - of those changes. For the moment 

we will note that the changes took place and that a 

correlation existed with impt-ciVed machine- function and 

reliability. 

In chapter. III we noted that the nreparatlons for 

installation and start-up made: by our sample companies 

were in general, very similar and regardle.ss of early or 

later adoption. Alter start-uP some changes in company - 
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organization, operating and maintenance methods and 

control procedures did take place. Some of these changes 

reflected direct experience. Others occurred at the 

advice of the supplier. The early adopters tended to  • 

make changes in the light of experience. Woodbine 

Industries hired more experienced maintenance personnel 

and enlarged their maintenance records. Whereas 

Laiterie Pierre revised their cleaning methods after 

the equipment developed problems, Northern did so on the 

advice of ChemCorp. Similarly Provincial Wines were 

able to use H.A. Simcoe's experience and Cedar Machineries 

advice to develop equipme':. -. . .,ning and servicing 

techniques. 

In general six observa ions can be made concerning 

the start-up experiences of our sample companies. 

1. The frequency and severity of problems during 

start-up are notably higher with early adopters 

than with late. These problems seem to be more 

related to machine function than to machine 

maintenance. As the number of installations 

increased, the start-up problems became more • 

 maintenance oriented. 

2. The start-up pe01.4,4,was longer for -early 

adopters than f •j:-nter ad-opters:. While start-

up can be defi , . 	many ways for our purposes 

it is the lenuL.. 	time required to achieve 

acceptable prounction rates-.  • 

3. There was significantly less printed document-

ation in the folm of operating and maintenance 

manuals, wirirz.! ,:nd. circuitry diagrams available 

both before and 3t the time of early adoption. 



I . Our  • arly users had to de-velop more operating 

and maintenance techniques on the job than - 

late users.• 

42, 

5. The start-up procedure (trial runs, testing, 

debugging, etc.) - was less structured with early 

. adopters than with later adopters. 

6. • Maintenance crew and operator training required 

seems to be the same in general for both early 

and late users. In our cases studies the machine 

was new to both the industry and the particular 

company. 	 - The opportunity 

for addition training other than with the supplier 

(vis a vis visiting other installations on 

their own) in th à cases of late adopters is, 

of course, higher. The supplier originated 

training available seems to increase for later 

• 

	

	• users as well as improve in quality because 

of the increase in supplier's experience 

with other installations. 	- 

These experiences indicate that the kinds of problems 

encountered by early adopters differ from those of the 

later adopters. Our investigation into the development 

and improvements to 'the innovation made by the man-

ufacturers is consistent with this observation. 

Manufacturer 

In the innovations studied some similarities in 

the patterns of development stand . out. The problems 

encountered in the beginning by the manufacturers and 

the early adopters  • centred on machine function. At 

Texas Woodworking problems of vibration and chip build-

up led to changes in the design of the arbor, the edger 
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>operation and the control circuits. At ChemCorp. and their 

early installationS problems of pouch sealing and of 

- development of a "tear-away" spout existed. 

. As - tiMe passed and equipment •function became more 

consistent machine improvement shifted toward improved 

reliability and ease of maintenance. Texas Machinery 

has moved to solid state >electronic controls fàr 

improved performance reliability. ChemCorp.is  using  more 

stainless steel for case• of cleaning end hes developed 

• , designs that allow quicker and easier,access for 

servicing and adjustment. - Cedar Mechinery bas made • 

changes to reduce the probability-of machine jamming 

and parts breakage. The nature and timing of machine 

and service modifications are outlined in Exhibit vI A, 

..13, and C, -. In Exhibit-VII these changes have been class-

ified and plotted. .  In each case thé proportion of 

changes in the service package  offered by the manufacturer 

- plus improvements in machine reliabill_ty and maintain-

abilitY improve over time. 

Such trends are not difficult to understand. For 

a new machine containing subs'tantial innovation one 

•would expect that initial problems and  •efforts would 

center' on machine function, This • proportion can be 

infltienced by. the - supplier's development policies, of 

Course. Cedar. machineries policy of having printed 

operating and maintenance -instructions available for 

the first  machine manufactured shows in Exhibit VII. , 

For Texas Woodworking and ChemCorp such policies 

were more difficult to achieve. Electronic' controls 

were new for Texas -  Woodworking and development of•main- • 

tenance and operating procedures progressed with field 

experience. Similarly ChemCorp's experience with milk 

processing was limited at the time of their first 

installations :Development of machine maintenanee- 
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Texas Woodworking Machine Inc. 

	

Changes in: - 	Woodbine 1969 i 	- 	Meunier 1970 	' 	Post 1970 	
• 

. 	. 
1. changed & adjusted 	1. tolerances improved 	1. arbor mountededgers- self storing . blades-- 

- 	control circuits 	 edge without ripping - improved exhaust system • 2. right-hand feed  si 	 . 
.2.. arbor.  tolerances 	. 

3 	tw 	pi 	2. chain feed saw te greater eontrol of . 	oece arbor ed 	 lateral shifti thus more orecise cue-s tighten 	
constructionchanged. Function 	

' 

. 	3. vibration problems, 	 3.>1971 -.reservoir built. into base -  - 	 •  

	

added legs to rein- 	 stability, thUs less vibration 
force. 

1 	 . 	
4. greater•manufacturer in plant testing  

i 	 . ! 	 - 	1. training emphasis
,  

1. new edger design simpler, less drive 

	

.on "whv and . where" 	and sawduct hoods. Improved access of 	- 
troubleshooting vs 	blades. 	• . 
using established 

2.. solid state circuitry.- integrated and techniques (such tech- • - 'M 	n 	 es had 	ot b 	modular. ainteance & 	 niqu 	n 	een 	 . - , 
Reliability 	e- 	 developed) 	3. paper tape system replaced by electronic 	. 

- 	 , 	solid state 
• . 

• 4. control.panel indicated mismatch and 
source of trouble' 

' 	• 	 5. 1971'oil mist lubrication system on all 
models. 

. 	-  
, 	. 	 - 

1. inventor spent as 	1..• For the . first.two • 	1. group participation service package - 
much time as was 	weeks the manufac- 	1972 . 	 . 
needed to get saw 	 • 	 turer's representative 	- areas established and service visits cost 
worki • g satisfaCtorilY 	wae present: 	' 	$112.50 + expenses .. 	. 	. 

- - 	2 	Maintenaece and 	number of particioants would not be . 	. 	. 	
› 	. ope 	manual 	profitable but effective 

	

' 	.ration 	. 	 . . 
provided 	2.'representatiVes had improved knowledgeability• e- 	• • 	 (i) 	send customer installation diagrams-  and 

checklist 
- Service 	 (11•) when user ready he called Texas Co. and 

• • 	'they sent a representative for the. 	' 
. 	. 	starl- -up 	. 

. 	 (iii) stayed for as long as required • . 
me . 	 (iv) 	recomnded parts. 	. 

Future  Plans: 

• 1. more thoroUgh training with some emphasis . 	• 	
on electronics. 	. . 

. 	 2. more manufaCturer testing B-4 'deliveries. • 
• . 	 3. develop highly reliable and foolproof 	, 

. 	 equipment.. 	- 
4. spectrum analysis to test. tolerance • 

. 	5. new arbor  configuration - simpler and 	. 
more reliable, easy to service etc. 	. 

. 	 . 
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Equipment TArsiqn.ari'd Construction Changes • 

Cedar Mach:;_nery Inc. 	• 

Cangcs in 	• 	Before Simcoe .  • 	Simcoe 	Provincial 	After Provincial 

1..early prototypes for 	1. rod beater 	1. new.power plant 	1. change construction 
. 	Geneva trellising 1966 	introduced vs,. 	(Ford to Inter- 	of.conveyor belts. 

. cost $70,000 each. 	flat paddle 	national) 
2.• hydraulic height control . 

-scoked but rimless 	 2. hydrostatic 	of lower conveyor. 
wheel, independent drives . 	 transmission 	. 
adjustable levels,. 4 wheel 	 gave greater 	3..hydrauiic,control cif 

. 	string. 	 control of forward 	. side conveyor 
•Function 	 speeds. 

. 	. 	2. Smith's. paddle design 	 4. new . paddle design and 
. for conventional trellising 	 .. spring loaded-harnesses 	- 

. 	1966. 	 . 	 . 

• . 	3- -bucket catching system - 	•• 	
. 

changed to collector leaves 	 . 

4. change 2 piece to 1 	 - 

. 	piece lower conveyor. 
, 

1. •developed some methods 	• 	 1•  mud guards and 	' 	1. new cowlings and shields. 
to deal with belt shrinkage- 	 shields added . 
did not know why problem . 	 2. change in paddle arm 

M intnance 

	

	
occurred. 	 . 	drives a ,=  

and 
 R 	

. 	2.•removeable panels around 	 • 	• 
iability 	fan 	and 	 - el 	conveyors. 	 . 	 • 

s 
• 

3. hydraulic motor.relocated 
for serviceability. 	. 

. 	 . 
, 	 1; developed more firm 

1.
  

vineyard specification 	. 	. 	
program for bulk handling 

published 65.
• 	

system. 

2. manual revised annually. 

	

	 2. greater specificat 4 on 
for operating characteristics 

'3.  pats   rts depots set up. 	 - 	 because .of greater expe-ience 
' 	.. 	with.varieterial variation 

•• 	c..=v4cp 	 • 	 .. 
 4. guarantee 1 year.- 	 • 

PaOkage 

jn
.r
 :i

:iI
x

T 



Equipment Deniqh-Prid -Cdhstruction Changes 
chcm Corn  n  CanaZïa Ltd. •.;% 

1 	Canadairies 	- 	Laiteric• Bon  • 	Laiterie  -• 	Northern 
1965 - 	'1966 	• 	Chance 	 Pierre 	' Dairies 	- 

	

- 	

- 

	

Char.,,-, 	;n 	9 months 	1967 - 1968 	1968 	1971 

1. jaw cooling 	con- 	1. removed spout on pouch 	• 	1. developed pack- 
figuration 	changed 	 aging method. 

•• 	 2. 	replaced jai: blade 	. 
. 	2. fly knife blade 	with heat wire arrange- 	2. studied building 	 • 

- 	changed
. 	

ment. 	 a packaging machine' 

3. sealing relay 
- 	 . 	

. 
. 

1 • 
	Function 	circuit 	

- 
• 
 

	

.- 	4. 	film type 	 • 
' 	« 

1 ' 	
5. 	spout tab 	 . 

6 -..-pneumatic lub- 

	

- 	.. rication . 
. 	• 	 • 

7. packaging 	 .' 

	

. 	. 
8: achieved 150 elts/hr 	- 	. 

	

. 	. 	 ' 

1. change heat 	wire 	1. first operation/ 	1. recommended parts 
diameter for easy - 	maintenance manual 	list available 

	

. 	 replacement. 	arrives late. 
- 	 2. hinged jaws 

2. cleaning tech- 	• 
:aintenance 	

. 	
niques and sens- 	3. placement of fil t .  

	

and 	 itivity to moisture 	roll. • 
Reliab;lity 	 . established 

4. oneUMatic lubrication 
chanced 

• 
5. controls simplified 

. 
• G.  roll advance . teflon • . 	

tape 	. 
, 	 • 	 . 

. 	 . 
- 1. representative there • 	1. 4 people total -in 	1. user 	experience 	1. start-up 	support 

. 	' 	for 9 Months. 	department- at ChemCorp 	. 	with electronic 	includes CheMCorp - 
. 	. 	 machinery improved 	trainihg program and 

' 	2. total of 4 people 	2. •little service 	 installation team. 
en Prepac Projeet. 	needed. 	 2. supplier's 	. 

. 	experience 	2. service - on - call 
Service 	 with the dairy bus- 	. system - 7 days/24 hrs. 

4 ness improved 

	

. 	•- 	' 	.------------ 	
_ ...._ 

• 3. 8 people invol- 	3. better knowledge 
ved (total) at 	of dairy business. 
ChemCorp, 

• 

, 	. 

. 	. 
. 	 • 
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features and customer service packages understandably 

were somewhat dependent upon the scquisition of such 

information. 

This chapter raises a host of questions. We wonder 

could so ni e of these characteristics have been antic-

ipated? Could the users prepared better? Could some 

problems have been avoided? What effect did the nature 

of each organization have? Which strategy was more 

successful? Why? Could any have been more successful? 

We have examined what the early users did, what happened 

to each as a consequence and from this assembled some 

common factors. The following chapter will attempt 

to evaluate the significance of our observations. 
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CHAPTER V. 	 _ 

Interpretation of Results 

The  Question  of Strategy  

Should a company consider an "early adopter" strategy for 

manufacturing innovations? To some extent this question 

implies a choice which may not exist. For the manufacturer 

who needs additional capacity or who can wait no longer 

to replace equipment waiting for an innovation to prove 

itself may not be feasible. He must choose now and if he 

does not choose the innovation the opportunity to consider 

 it again in the medlum term will only occur if: 

future sales growth requires additional capacity. 

(ii) the innovation is so profitable that the ne• machine 

chosen instead becomes economically obsolete. 

(iii) existing equipment fails. 

Outside of the above three conditions if the innovation 

is not adopted new th-‘ ”s”r w -' 1 1 not bave anof.:ber oppor-

tunity to consider it for  sevr ai years. 

Thus the adopter is sometimes not able to substantially 

shift the timing of an acquisition and the*early.versus later 

choice of strategies is not a real one. Even within this 

'restriction >  however, manufacturers do have choices, • We 

can therefore examine the implications for the early 

versus later adopters of specific manUfacturing innovation. 

The Equipment Cycle  

In each instance the later adopter of each innovation 

studied received an - improved machine compared to the early 

adopter. The ambunt of improvement varied, of course. 

The history of each innovatien confirms that improvement 

had continued In each'case up.to the time'of interview and 

gave. every indication of continuing. ThuS the later adopter 

of an innovation can expect te install a machine that is  an  
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improvement on that which he would have installed if he 

had adopted earlier. 

In chapter 4 we showed that the early design changes 

on an innovation emphasized improvement in function. 

Better sealing of milk pouches was an early concern of 

ChemCorp, for example. As time passes the emphasis shifted. 

Equipment reliability and maintainability were improved. 

Ease access, adjustment, cleaning, servicing, trouble-

shooting and repair characterized the majority of later 

improvements. Thus in comparing the experience of early 

and later adopters of the three innovations studied the 

greater the time interval between early and later adoption 

the greater the number of differences in machine features 

were found. 

The choice, therefore, is not between this machine 

now or later but between this machine now or a better machine 

later. 	Generally, waiting will provide the user with a more 

reliable, more w.aint.enance'Irce, eaz:ler to •service nachine. 

In • so ut e •instances he may expect different models from which 

to choose and an opportunity to select equipment more 

specific to his needs. Thus the decision to delay the 

adoption of a particular innovation usually offers more than 

uncertainty reduction to the user. He will often gain 

an improvement in machine function, reliability and main-

tainability also. 

The results of chapters III and IV indicate other 

differences between the early and later adopters' experiences. 

The information, technical backup and training offered by 

the supplier is likely to be better for the later adopter 

than for the earlier. The pressures of developing, man-

ufacturing and debugging the early versions of an innovation 

1 
This statement assumes no-intervening development of a 

different-machine with the potential to obsolete the olie 
under consideration • stimetimos a reasonable possibility. 
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may inhibit the ability of the supplier to eommit resources 

to development of operating and maintenance manuals, service 

personnel and training courses. Later adopters are more 

likely to receive such services.  •  This generality is not 

always true, however. The manufacturers whose policies 

include concurrent development of technical services will 

have them available for the first user as well as later 

ones. 

The  Early  Adopter  

The manager who chooses to be an early adoptet of 

manufacturing innovations faces the possibility  of par-

ticular problems not faced to the same degree by the later 

adopter. In any specific instance several factors influence 

what he may expect. They :9.re: 

	

1. 	The Technological Step. New technologies are likely 

to experience more start-up problems than extensions 

of existing technolcgies. 	 - 

	

- 2. 	The experience of the supplier with a given techeology 

influences the problems to bc expected. If an innovation 

incorporaLes an existing technology but one new to the 

developer, initial problems may be more numerous. 

This generalization seems to be especially applicable 

if electronic controls are used for the first time.. 

3. Conversely the user's experience with the technology 

of the incoming equipment is a factor in start-up 

success. Again the first machine utilizing electronic 

controls could pose troubleshooting problems. An 

electrician without an electronics background does 

not usually cope effectively. 

4. The experience of the supplier in the user 's industry 

affect the expectations a user may reasonably use. 

Particularly if the innovation requires a change in 

user operating procedures the risk rises, lack of 	 • 
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supplier experience in the buyer's industry  signais 

 careful start-up management. 

The prececding factors suggests a selective approach 

to equipment acquisition. For the individual manager the 

decision to be an early adopter of a manufacturing innovation 

should depend on his assessment of (i) the machine. 	(1i) the 

supplier's policies. (iii) his own operating and maintenance 

policies, procedures, and organization. . 

ExhibitVIII illustrates the interaction of these factors. 

In general high supplies expertise in his product tech • 

nology and the user's industry encourages early adoption. 

So does high user expertise in the equipment technology. 

When the opposite is true later adoption becomes more 

sensible. 

Early Adoption as a Policy  

The preceeding analysis suggests that each company 

choose early or later adoplion dependIng on c_vluilton of 

several factors. What are the implications of a consistent 

"early adopter" policy? 

In this instance the risk of operating and maintenance 

problems depends on the specific circumstance. One can see ; 

 nevertheless, that in particular instances the risk of 

encountering significant problems would be bigh. Then the 

user must depend on his own abilities to start-up and 

debug equipment. Similarly he must assume a greater training 

responsibility. 

Depending upon the frequency of equipment acquisition 

and the size of the individual installation sucli ear]y 

adopters should carefully manage the whole acqu:isition and 

start-up process. At each of the following stanes options are 
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available which increase the likelihood of successful 

start-up and operation. 

1. 	Equipment Specifications. 

Include details to reduce maintenance and increase 

reliability. 

Have operating and maintenance personnel participate 

in drawing up specifications. 

2.. 	Choice of Supplier. 

Check on availability  of  operating and maintenance 

manuels, training courses; experience with your operating 

procedures and‘problems. 

3. Activities during Build Period. 

Chick for impact of acquisition on your operating 

.procedures and organization. 

Monitor production of your machine. . 	. 

Consider use of tests in sunnlier's plant prior to 

shipment. 

4. Installation and Start-up. 

Ensure that relevant information collection and analysis 

procedures exist. For example, data on breakdowns and 

their causes often useful in identifying chronic 

problem areas. 

Ensure that training is done. Avoid dependence on 

technical personnel who are machine rather than operation 

oriented. 

Look for problems that need equipment re-design for 

solution. 

The late adopter . can usually depend npon equipment 

improvements and supplier experience to aid in start-up 

and operation. For him less organization to anticipate or 

resolve equipment problems is necessary. To obtain the 
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competitive b'enefits from early. adoption of manufacturing - 

Innovation as a policY, the user must consider development 

of organizational and procedural skills beyond those of the 

later adopter. 

Canadian ASpects•• 

None of the innovations studied are manufactured in 

Canada. Each is sold through a manufacturer 's agent. The 

role of the agent in the proceSs of acquisition and start-

up varied substantially. ChemCorp, through field and 

laboratory trials, spearheaded development of the equip-

ment to suit Canadian dairy operations. In the other two 

cases the Canadian representative provided little technical 

or service assistance. Our sample is too small to generalize 

but the ability of specific manufacturers' representatives 

in Canada to aid in adoption of new technologies should 

certainly be checked carefully by the prospective user 

before choosing a particular mzehinc- Our'recults sugkvest 

that even for later adopters the manufacturer will be the 

prime source of  • technical assistance and service. 

The Smaller Manufacturer 

With one exception (Provincial Wines Ltd,) top manage-

ment were actively involved in the assessment, acquisition 

and start-up of the innovations studied. In most instances 

they, at one time or another, operated and repaired their 

machines. These examples stress the relative lack of staff 

support in the smaller manufacturing company. Most rompanies 

are shallow in engineering and maintenance personnel. In 

several instances in the study acquisition of the manufacturing 

innovation lead to hiring of additional crafts or profensional 

skills and/or expansion of information and reporting systems. 

9(-) 
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These conditions emphasize the need for thorough 

evaluation of adoption policies. All of our sample companies 

assumed that their suppliers would provide organized tech-

nical support and service. For earlier adopters such 

assumptions proved optimistic. Thus the small manufacturers 

who is one of the first to adopt a manufacturing innovation 

should first carefully assess his own technical resources. 

He may need to either expand his staff or to acquire tech-

nical services from consulting or engineering firms. 

Summary  

This study does not answer all the questions posed in 

Chapter I. The limits of sample size precludes generalization. 

The results do show that simple rules of thumb will not serve 

when significant manufacturing innovations are being adopted 

even  •for the late user. At a minimum careful assessment of 

the suppliers' resources and policies for new product in-

troductions is needed. Too often engineering and management 

expertise are incorrectly assumed. When the variable of user•

size is expanded to include larger firms the problem becomes 

more complex. 

More research into the interface between users of man-

ufacturing innovations, the Canadian representative (if 

imported) and the manufacturer is needed to establish the 

conditions under which the user must operate. If the generally 

accepted assumption holds that the pace of technological 

change is rising, then small users in particular will need 

advice and direction on ways to proceed. For him one par-

ticular machine may substantially influence his competitive 

stance. Without the large market and opportunities for 

specialization competent management of manufacturing facilities 

acquisition, start-up and maintenance will be an important 

factor in successful operations. 
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